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ABSTRACT

We present a study of the filamentary structure in the neutral atomic hydrogen (HI) emission at the 21 cm wavelength toward the
Galactic plane using the 16.′2-resolution observations in the HI 4π (HI4PI) survey. Using the Hessian matrix method across radial
velocity channels, we identified the filamentary structures and quantified their orientations using circular statistics. We found that the
regions of the Milky Way’s disk beyond 10 kpc and up to roughly 18 kpc from the Galactic center display HI filamentary structures
predominantly parallel to the Galactic plane. For regions at lower Galactocentric radii, we found that the HI filaments are mostly
perpendicular or do not have a preferred orientation with respect to the Galactic plane. We interpret these results as the imprint
of supernova feedback in the inner Galaxy and Galactic rotation and shear in the outer Milky Way. We found that the HI filamentary
structures follow the Galactic warp and flaring and that they highlight some of the variations interpreted as the effect of the gravitational
interaction with satellite galaxies. In addition, the mean scale height of the filamentary structures is lower than that sampled by the
bulk of the HI emission, thus indicating that the cold and warm atomic hydrogen phases have different scale heights in the outer galaxy.
Finally, we found that the fraction of the column density in HI filaments is almost constant up to approximately 18 kpc from the Galactic
center. This is possibly a result of the roughly constant ratio between the cold and warm atomic hydrogen phases inferred from the
HI absorption studies. Our results indicate that the HI filamentary structures provide insight into the dynamical processes shaping the
Galactic disk. Their orientations record how and where the stellar energy input, the Galactic fountain process, the cosmic ray diffusion,
and the gas accretion have molded the diffuse interstellar medium in the Galactic plane.
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1. Introduction

The diffuse neutral atomic hydrogen (HI) is the matrix within
which star-forming clouds form and reside and the medium that
takes a large portion of the energy injected by the massive stars
during their lifecycles (see, Dickey & Lockman 1990; Kalberla
& Kerp 2009; Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2020, for a review).
Therefore, the investigation of the HI distribution and dynam-
ics is crucial to understanding the cycle of energy and matter in
the interstellar medium (ISM, Ferrière 2001; Klessen & Glover
2016). In this paper, we present a study of the HI emission toward
the Galactic plane, mainly focusing on the orientation of its
filamentary structure and the Galactic dynamics that it reveals.

The HI emission at the 21 cm wavelength has been instru-
mental for the study of the Milky Way. This radio line is not
limited by the dust absorption that renders optical methods inef-
fective at distances greater than a few kiloparsecs (van de Hulst
1953). Face-on maps of the outer galaxy have been constructed

by using the Doppler shift of the emission line in combination
with the Galactic rotation curve (van de Hulst et al. 1954;
Westerhout 1957; Oort et al. 1958). The concentration of the
HI gas in spiral arm features has been evident since the first
face-on projections, although the detailed reconstruction of the
density structures is complicated by the departures from circular
motion, the complexity of the velocity field, and the overlapping
of multiple components (Kerr 1969).

Much of HI is observed to be either a warm neutral medium
(WNM) with T ≈ 104 K or a cold neutral medium (CNM) with
T ≈ 102 K (Heiles & Troland 2003). In the classical two-phase
picture, both phases exist in pressure equilibrium with stable
phases for temperatures of T ≈ 300 K (CNM) and T ≈ 5000 K
(WNM) embedded in a hot ionized phase (McKee & Ostriker
1977; Wolfire et al. 2003). A portion of the CNM is sampled
by the absorption of background HI emission by cold fore-
ground HI, which is generically known as HI self-absorption
(HISA; Heeschen 1955; Gibson et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2020b).
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However, most of our understanding of the multiphase structure
of HI comes from the study of absorption toward continuum
sources (see, for example, Strasser et al. 2007; Stanimirović et al.
2014; Murray et al. 2018). Comparisons between 21-cm HI emis-
sion and absorption measurements indicate that, in the vicinity
of the Sun, the WNM has roughly the same column density as the
CNM (Falgarone & Lequeux 1973; Liszt 1983). Observations of
the absorption against strong continuum sources indicate that the
CNM to WNM mixture may be constant throughout the Galaxy
(Dickey et al. 2009, 2021).

The first all-sky HI observations, provided by the
36′-resolution Leiden/Argentine/Bonn (LAB) survey (Kalberla
et al. 2005), displayed the Milky Way as a nonaxisymmet-
ric spiral system of four arms that are traced out to at least
25 kpc from the Galactic center (Levine et al. 2006a; Nakanishi
& Sofue 2016; Koo et al. 2017). These four arms are des-
ignated Sagittarius-Carina (Sgr-Car), Scutum-Centaurus (Sct-
Cen), Perseus, and Outer (or Norma-Cygnus). Their existence,
however, is in tension with the star counts toward the tan-
gent points, which favor the existence of only two spiral arms
(Drimmel 2000; Benjamin 2009; Churchwell et al. 2009).

Further studies of the HI emission have also identified addi-
tional spiral arm structures. Using the LAB survey observations,
Dame & Thaddeus (2011) identified a presumed spiral arm struc-
ture lying beyond the Outer Arm in the first Galactic quadrant
(QI) at approximately 15 kpc from the Galactic center. This arm
appears to be the continuation of the Scutum-Centaurus Arm
in the outer Galaxy, as a symmetric counterpart of the nearby
Perseus Arm, for which it is designated as the Outer Scutum-
Centaurus (OSC) arm. Using the 2′-resolution HI observations
in the interferometric Southern Galactic Plane Survey (SGPS,
McClure-Griffiths et al. 2005), McClure-Griffiths et al. (2004)
identified a possible distant spiral arm in the fourth quadrant
(QIV) of the Milky Way. This distinct emission feature can
be traced for over 70◦ as the most extreme positive velocity
feature in the longitude-velocity diagram. Assuming circular
motions around the Galactic center, this structure is located at
Galactocentric radii (Rgal) between 18 and 24 kpc.

The HI emission also reveals the bending of the Galactic
plane noticeable at Rgal > 9 kpc and up to 40 kpc (Henderson
et al. 1982; Levine et al. 2006b; Kalberla et al. 2007). This
“Galactic warp” is also observed in the dust emission, in the
distribution of HII regions, in the CO emission, and the kine-
matics of stars beyond the solar neighborhood (see, for example,
Drimmel & Spergel 2001; Sun et al. 2020; Cheng et al. 2020;
Paladini et al. 2004). Furthermore, the HI emission also reveals
that the average disk thickness shows a pronounced flaring that
can be approximated by an exponential function in the range
5<Rgal < 35 kpc (Kalberla & Dedes 2008).

In addition to the spiral-arm structure, the warp, and the flare,
the distribution of the HI emission also carries the imprint of
the energy input by main sequence stars, supernovae (SNe), and
other energetic process in the ISM. The first photographic repre-
sentations of the HI emission toward the Galactic plane revealed
a series of shells, arcs, and filaments (Weaver & Williams 1973;
Heiles 1979). The HI shells are thought to be formed by the com-
bined effects of stellar winds and SNe sweeping up gas and dust
(Cox & Smith 1974; Castor et al. 1975; McKee & Ostriker 1977).
The vertical HI filaments, or “worms” seemingly “crawling away
from the Galactic plane”, have been interpreted as the walls of
bubbles which have broken through the thin gaseous disk (Heiles
1984; Koo et al. 1992).

Dedicated studies of the filamentary structures in the
HI emission, based on single-dish observations at 4′ and

30′ resolutions, have shown that they have a preferential orienta-
tion parallel to the interstellar magnetic field in the local ISM
(Clark et al. 2014; Kalberla et al. 2016). This alignment may
be the product of magnetically-induced velocity anisotropies,
the collapse of material along field lines, shocks, or anisotropic
density distributions (see, for example, Lazarian & Pogosyan
2000; Heitsch et al. 2001; Chen & Ostriker 2015; Inoue &
Inutsuka 2016; Soler & Hennebelle 2017; Mocz & Burkhart
2018). More recently, Soler et al. (2020) presented the analy-
sis of the 40′′-resolution HI interferometric observations in The
HI/OH/recombination-line (THOR) survey (Beuther et al. 2016;
Wang et al. 2020a), revealing that the majority of the filamen-
tary structures in the HI emission are aligned with the Galactic
plane, but that there are portions of the first Galactic quadrant
dominated by vertical HI structures that are most likely result-
ing from the combined effect of SN feedback and the interstellar
magnetic fields.

This paper presents the extension of the Soler et al. (2020)
analysis to the whole Galactic disk, hence extending in Galac-
tic longitude and Galactic latitude. The filament orientation is
a characteristic of the HI emission that is less explicitly depen-
dent on the angular resolution than other properties, such as the
filament width and the length. If the filaments are understood
as features in the intensity field and not as physical objects, this
analysis characterizes the anisotropy in the emission distribution.
This characteristic is particularly relevant given the natural axis
of symmetry in the Galactic plane. The gravitational potential of
the Galaxy and the stretching due to the circular motions and
the spiral arms could naturally produce horizontal structures.
Departures from this natural anisotropy may indicate energetic
processes that lift the gas in the disk or infall. Thus, rather than
defining the filaments as objects, this study aims at studying
the general anisotropy of the atomic gas distribution across the
Galactic disk.

To cover the entire Galactic plane, we used the state-of-
the-art HI emission observations that we introduce in Sect. 2.
We describe the methods for identifying the filamentary struc-
tures and quantifying their preferential orientation in Sect. 3. We
present the main results of our analysis in Sect. 4. We provide
a discussion of our results in Sect. 5 and present our general
conclusions in Sect. 6. We reserve additional analyses for a set
of appendices as follows. Appendix A presents details on the
Hessian matrix filament identification method, detailing the use
of circular statistics and the selection of the analysis parame-
ters. We present the method for de-projecting the radial velocities
into Galactocentric radii and the calculation of the disk’s warp
and flaring in Appendix B. Appendix C presents the compari-
son between the filamentary structures found in the HI4PI and
GALFA-HI surveys. Finally, Appendix D presents the results of
the filament analysis toward two high-velocity cloud complexes.

2. Data

We used the publicly-available observations of the emission by
atomic hydrogen at 21 cm wavelength in the HI 4π (HI4PI)
survey (HI4PI Collaboration 2016). The HI4PI survey is based
on data from the Effelsberg-Bonn HI Survey (EBHIS, Kerp
et al. 2011) and the Galactic All-Sky Survey (GASS, McClure-
Griffiths et al. 2009; Kalberla et al. 2010). This data comprises
21-cm neutral atomic hydrogen data over the whole sky in a
radial velocity range −600< vLSR < 600 km s−1 for declination
δ > 0◦ and −470< vLSR < 470 km s−1 for δ < 0◦, as observed with
the 100-m radio telescope at Effelsberg and the 64-m radio
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telescope at Parkes. These observations have full spatial sam-
pling, thus overcoming the major issue of the LAB survey, and
provide a final data product with an angular resolution of 16.′2
and sensitivity of 43 mK per 1.29-km s−1 velocity channel.

We used the data distributed in FITS-format binary tables
containing lists of spectra sampled on a Hierarchical Equal Area
isoLatitude Pixelization (HEALPix1) grid with Nside = 1024,
which corresponds to a pixel angular size of 3.′44 (Górski et al.
2005; Zonca et al. 2019). We arranged these spectra in all-sky
HEALPix maps corresponding to each of the 1.29-km s−1 veloc-
ity channels. Using the tools in the Python healpy package, we
produced a Cartesian projection for each one of these velocity
channels to obtain maps covering the range −180◦ < l< 180◦ and
−10◦ < b< 10◦ with a pixel size δl = δb = 3.′44. We combined
these velocity-channel maps into a single position-position-
velocity (PPV) cube, which we segmented for the analysis of
particular l and b ranges using the spectral-cube2 package.

We also used the publicly-available observations from the
Galactic Arecibo L-Band Feed Array HI survey (GALFA-HI)
data release 2 (DR2, Peek et al. 2018). This survey covers the
HI emission from −650 to 650 km s−1, with 0.184 km s−1 chan-
nel spacing, 4′ angular resolution, and 150 mK root mean square
(rms) noise per 1 km s−1 velocity channel. The GALFA-HI DR2
observations cover the entirety of the sky available from the
William E. Gordon 305 m antenna at Arecibo, from δ=−1◦17′
to +37◦57′ across the whole right ascension (α) range. We chose
these data to extend our analysis to two portions of the Galac-
tic plane at higher angular and spectral resolution. In the range
|b| ≤ 10◦, GALFA-HI DR2 provides observations in the ranges
36.◦5< l< 70.◦5 and 175.◦3< l< 209.◦4.

We obtained the GALFA-HI DR2 distributed in FITS-
format cubes in the “narrow” velocity range (v≤ 188 km s−1).
through the GALFA collaboration website3. We used the Python
spectral-cube and reproject4 packages to arrange these
cubes into two mosaics covering the aforementioned l and b
ranges with a pixel size δl = δb = 1.′0 and spectral resolution of
0.184 km s−1.

3. Methods

3.1. Analysis of filamentary structure

We selected the filamentary structures using the Hessian matrix
technique as implemented in Soler et al. (2021) and coded in the
hessiananalysis routine of the magnetar software package5

(Soler 2020). This method is less computationally demanding
than other filament identification methods, such as the rolling
Hough transform (RHT, Clark et al. 2014) or FILFINDER (Koch
& Rosolowsky 2015), and yields similar results for the filament
orientation, as detailed in Appendix C of Soler et al. (2020). The
main parameters used in the analysis are summarized in Table 1
and were applied as follows.

The HI4PI data was divided in 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29-km s−1 veloc-
ity channel maps centered on Galactic latitude b = 0◦ and cov-
ering the Galactic longitude in the range 4◦ < l< 356◦ and the
radial velocity range −200< vLSR < 200 km s−1. Throughout this
paper we refer to these velocity channels as “tiles”. The rectan-
gular shape of the tiles aims to maximize the b coverage and
maintain the fine sampling in l, covering both the Galactic warp
1 http://healpix.sf.net
2 http://spectral-cube.readthedocs.io
3 https://purcell.ssl.berkeley.edu/
4 https://reproject.readthedocs.io
5 https://github.com/solerjuan/magnetar

Table 1. Hessian analysis parameters.

Parameter Value

Tile size 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1

Kernel size 18′ FWHM
Intensity threshold 0.3 K
Curvature threshold (λC

−) −1.8 K deg−2

and flaring. This selection does not imply any loss of general-
ity in our results, as we demonstrate for different tile sizes in
Appendix A.

For each tile centered on the position l0 and b0 and vLSR = v0,
I(l0, b0, v0), we estimated the derivatives with respect to the local
coordinates (x, y) and built the Hessian matrix,

H(x, y) ≡
[
Hxx Hxy
Hyx Hyy

]
, (1)

where Hxx ≡ ∂2I/∂x2, Hxy ≡ ∂2I/∂x∂y, Hyx ≡ ∂2I/∂y∂x,
Hyy ≡ ∂2I/∂y2, and x and y are related to the Galactic
coordinates (l, b) as x≡ l cos b and y≡ b, so that the x-axis
is parallel to the Galactic plane. We obtained the partial spatial
derivatives by convolving I(l0, b0, v0) with the second derivatives
of a two-dimensional Gaussian function. In practice, we used
the gaussian_filter function in the open-source software
package SciPy (Virtanen et al. 2020). We report the results
obtained with a 18′ FWHM derivative kernel, but present the
results of different kernel sizes in Appendix A.

The two eigenvalues (λ±) of the Hessian matrix were found
by solving the characteristic equation,

λ± =
(Hxx + Hyy) ±

√
(Hxx − Hyy)2 + 4HxyHyx

2
. (2)

Both eigenvalues define the local curvature of I(l0, b0, v0). In
particular, the minimum eigenvalue (λ−) highlights filamentary
structures or ridges, as detailed in Planck Collaboration Int.
XXXII (2016). The eigenvector corresponding to λ− defines the
orientation of intensity ridges with respect to the Galactic plane,
which is characterized by the angle

θ =
1
2

arctan
[

Hxy + Hyx

Hxx − Hyy

]
. (3)

We estimated θ for each of the pixels in I(l0, b0, v0). This angle,
however, is only meaningful in regions of the map that are rated
as filamentary according to selection criteria based on the values
of λ− and on the noise properties of the data.

3.2. Data selection for statistical analysis

In each tile, we selected the filamentary structures based on
the criterion λ− <λC

− < 0, where λC
− is a curvature threshold that

we determined from the data. Additionally, we chose regions
where I(l0, b0, v0)> 7σI . We picked σI = 0.43 mK to match the
brightness temperature noise level for a 1.29 km s−1 velocity
channel reported in HI4PI Collaboration (2016), which was esti-
mated using emission line-free spectral channels to compute
the standard deviation and iteratively clip outliers following
the procedure described in Winkel et al. (2016). We empiri-
cally tested different signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) thresholds for
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a fixed λC
− and found no significant differences in our results for

I(l0, b0, v0)> 3σI , 5σI , and up to 9σI , as shown in Appendix A.2.
Most of the differences introduced by the intensity threshold
were found in a few tiles beyond the terminal velocities, which
are dominated by fainter emission and are dismissed with the
highest S/N cutoffs. We found that the distribution of V across
tiles is more sensitive to λC

− than to the intensity S/N, thus,
we chose 5σI as a reference value to charaterize the curvature
threshold.

Following the method introduced in Planck Collaboration
Int. XXXII (2016), we estimated λC

− in noise-dominated velocity
channels. For each tile group centered on a particular Galactic
longitude, we estimated λ− in five velocity channels with low
S/N and determined the minimum value of λ− in each of them.
We used the median of these five λ− values as the threshold
value, λC

− . We employed the median to reduce the effect of out-
liers, but in general the values of λ− in the noise-dominated
channels are similar and this selection does not imply any loss
of generality. In the filament orientation analysis, we exclusively
considered regions of each velocity channel map where λ− <λC

− ,
which corresponds to the selection of filamentary structures with
curvatures in I(l0, b0, v0) larger than those present in the noise-
dominated channels. We report the results of applying a common
λC
− estimated from the values found in all of the tile groups, but

also evaluated the selection of a different λC
− for each tile group,

which we present in Appendix A.2. The outcome of the two
approaches is very similar and the selection of one instead of
the other does not have a significant effect on the results of our
analysis.

3.3. Circular statistics

Once the filamentary structures were selected, we used the
angles derived from Eq. (3) to study their orientation with
respect to the Galactic plane. For a systematic evaluation of
the preferential orientation, we applied the projected Rayleigh
statistic (V) (see, for example, Batschelet 1981), which is a test
to determine whether the distribution of angles is not uniform
and peaked at a particular angle. This test is equivalent to the
modified Rayleigh test for uniformity proposed by Durand &
Greenwood (1958) for the specific directions of interest θ= 0◦
and 90◦ (Jow et al. 2018), such that V > 0 or V < 0 correspond to
preferential orientations parallel or perpendicular to the Galactic
plane, respectively. It is defined as

V =

∑
i j wi j cos(2θi j)√∑

i j wi j/2
, (4)

where the indices i and j run over the pixel locations in the two
spatial dimensions (l, b) for a given velocity channel and wi j is
the statistical weight of each angle θi j. In our application, we
accounted for the spatial correlations introduced by the telescope
beam by choosing wi j = (δl/∆)2, where δl is the pixel size and
∆ is the diameter of the derivative kernel that we selected to
calculate the gradients. We present the results of the filament
orientation trends in terms of the mean orientation angle, 〈θ〉,
and the Rayleigh test for uniformity, Z, in Appendix A.1.

In this paper, we report the results obtained with an
18.′0 FWHM two-dimensional Gaussian derivative kernel. We
chose this kernel size to be close to the 16.′2 FWHM resolution
of the HI4PI survey, which sets the angular scale of the indepen-
dent measurements with the Hessian matrix. The selection of a
larger kernel reduces the number of independent gradients and
thus, the significance of the orientation trends quantified by V ,

as illustrated in Appendix A.2. We chose a kernel slightly larger
than the angular resolution of the observations motivated by an
initial choice that mitigated the effect of noise in the analysis
of the interferometric observations in the THOR survey (Soler
et al. 2020). This early selection was carried forward in this work
although its results are essentially identical to those found using
16.′2 and 17.′0 FWHM derivative kernels.

The values of V indicate a significant preferred orientation
if there is sufficient clustering around the orientations θ= 0◦
and 90◦. The null hypothesis implied in V is that the angle dis-
tribution is uniform. In the particular case of independent and
uniformly distributed angles, and for a large number of samples,
values of V ≈ 1.64 and 2.57 correspond to the rejection of the
null hypothesis with a probability of 5% and 0.5%, respectively
(Batschelet 1972). Thus, a value of V ≈ 2.87 is roughly equivalent
to a 3σ confidence interval.

The statistical significance represented by V is determined
numerically by taking random samples from a von Mises prob-
ability distribution, which is a circular analog of a Gaussian
distribution (Mardia & Jupp 2009). It is defined as

F (θ|µ, κ) =
eκ cos(θ)−µ

2πI0(κ)
, (5)

where I0(κ) is the modified Bessel function of order 0, µ is the
mean of the distribution, and 1/κ2 characterizes the dispersion.
Following a procedure like the one described in Jow et al. (2018),
the significance is determined by drawing N samples from a von
Mises distribution and computing V for a given null hypothe-
sis rejection probability, for example, 5% and 0.5%. In a similar
way to the chi-square test probabilities, V and its corresponding
null hypothesis rejection probability are reported in the clas-
sical circular statistics literature as tables of “critical values”,
for example in Batschelet (1972), or computed in the circular
statistics packages, such as circstats in astropy (Astropy
Collaboration 2018).

4. Results

The general results of the HI filament orientation analysis are
presented in Fig. 1. The longitude-velocity (lv) diagrams show
the values of the mean intensity, 〈I〉, and the filament orienta-
tion quantified by the projected Rayleigh statistic, V , for each of
the 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles around the Galactic plane. For the
sake of reference, we have included lines that indicate the posi-
tion of the main features that have been traditionally assigned to
the Sgr-Car, Sct-Cen, Perseus, and Outer spiral arms, as derived
from the trigonometric parallaxes and proper motions for masers
associated with young high-mass stars measured in the Bar and
Spiral Structure Legacy (BeSSeL) survey (Reid et al. 2016).
We also included the OSC arm and the distant arm reported in
McClure-Griffiths et al. (2004).

The 〈I〉 lv-diagram, shown on the left-hand side panel of
Fig. 1, corresponds to the average of the intensity over the area
of each tile. It is presented as a reference for the interpretation
of the V lv diagram and not for the particular study of the spi-
ral arm structure. However, the 〈I〉 lv diagram clearly shows the
tracks assigned to the Perseus and Outer arms in the first and
second Galactic quadrants. Other features, such as the Sct-Cen
and the Sgr-Car arms, are less conspicuous.

The right-hand side panel of Fig. 1 suggests that there is no
apparent correlation between the locations of the spiral arms in
the lv-diagrams and the preferential filament orientations charac-
terized by V . The most prominent features in the V lv-diagram,
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Fig. 1. Longitude -v elocity (lv) diagrams of the mean intensity (〈I〉, left) and the filament orientation qu antified by the projected Ray leigh statistic
(V , right). Each of the pix el elements in the diagrams corresponds to a 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 v elocity channel map centered on b= 0◦, w hich w e
call tile throughout out this paper. These resul ts correspond to the Hessian analy sis performed u sing an 18′ FHWM deriv ativ e kernel. Valu es of
V > 0 (red) or V < 0 (blue ) indicate a preferential orientation of the filaments parallel, θ= 0◦, or perpendicu lar, θ= 90◦, to the Galactic plane. The
3σ statistical significance for these tw o orientations corresponds to V > 2.87 or V <−2.87, respectiv ely . The ov erlaid cu rv es correspond to the main
spiral arms featur es presented in Reid et al. (2016), the out er Scu tu m-Centau ru s arm (OSC, Dame & Thaddeu s 2011), and the ex tended ou ter arm
(M-G2004, McClur e-Griffiths et al. 2004).

show n on the right-hand side panel of Fig. 1, are tw o grou ps
of filaments parallel to the Galactic plane at the minimu m and
max imu m radial v elocities tow ard the first tw o (QI and QII)
and the last tw o (QIII and QIV) Galactic qu adrants, respec-
tiv ely . These bands, characteriz ed by V > 5, ex tend ov er a few
tens of kilometers per second and appear on radial v elocities
bey ond the 〈I〉 peaks and the locations of the OSC and the
McClu re-Griffiths et al. (2004) spiral arms. The high-V band
in QIII and QIV appears to ex tend into QII in the range
0< vLSR < 30 km s−1 dow n to l≈ 110◦. Both high-V bands are dis-
tingu ishable arou nd l≈180◦, w here they appear to be separated
by a gap of arou nd 20 km s−1. The ex tension in l of these tw o
bands depends on the b cov erage of the analy sis; that is, they
appear tru ncated or are less prominent w hen considering ranges
|b| ≤ 1.5, 3.0, or 5.0, as show n in Appendix A.

Arou nd 10% of the HI emission ov er the w hole sky is coming
from intermediate- and high-v elocity clou ds (IVCs and HVCs,
respectiv ely ), w hich are parcels of gas at v elocities incom-
patible w ith a simple model of differential Galactic rotation
(see Wakker & v an Woerden 1997; Pu tman et al. 2012, for
rev iew s). Most of these stru ctu res are located at |b|> 10◦. The
majority of the HVCs in the range |b|< 10◦ are too small to
dominate the trends reported in this w ork, for ex ample, the
objects in the GALFA-HI Compact Clou d Catalog (Sau l et al.
2012). How ev er, there are tw o ex ceptions: (i) the complex H
(Hu lsbosch 1975), located arou nd 110◦ < l< 150◦, −15◦ < b< 15◦
and −220< vLSR <−80 km s−1; (ii) the anticenter (AC) com-
plex es (Wakker & v an Woerden 1991) arou nd 155◦ < l< 190◦,
−55◦ < b<−5◦ and −340< vLSR <−135 km s−1. Figu re 1 indi-
cates that both of these regions are bey ond the high-V bands and
are composed of mainly horiz ontal HI filaments. We present the
resu lts of the filament analy sis for these tw o HVC complex es in
Appendix D.

Figu re 2 indicates that there is no ev ident correlation betw een
the mean intensity in the tiles, 〈I〉, and the orientation of the
filamentary stru ctu re, characteriz ed by V . Arou nd 83% of the
tiles show v alu es V > 0 and rou ghly 23% present V > 2.87. Only

Fig. 2. Mean HI emission intensity (〈I〉) and projected Ray leigh statistic
(V , Eq. (4)) for the 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles. The colors indicate the
tile percentage cov ered by the filamentary stru ctu res selected follow -
ing the criteria described in Sect. 3.2. The horiz ontal dotted lines show
V =±2.87, w hich indicate the 3σ significance in the preferential orien-
tation parallel, θ= 0◦, or perpendicu lar, θ= 90◦, to the Galactic plane,
respectiv ely . The v ertical dashed line indicates the intensity threshold.

0.34% of the tiles display V <−2.87, w hich indicates that fila-
mentary stru ctu res perpendicu lar to the Galactic plane are rare.
The tiles w ith the highest 〈I〉 generally indicate a preference for
filaments parallel to the Galactic plane, as show n by V > 0 in the
range 〈I〉� 60 K. How ev er, most of the tiles w ith a high signif-
icance in preferential orientation, |V |> 2.87, are located in the
range 〈I〉� 60 K, thu s su ggesting that the ov erlapping of mu lti-
ple components in the tiles w ith the highest 〈I〉 randomiz es the
orientation of the filamentary stru ctu res.

Figu re 2 also show s the filament cov erage, w hich w e define
as the nu mber of pix els identified as filaments according to the
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Fig. 3. Ex amples of the HI emission and filamentary stru ctu res tow ard the l and vLSR ranges w ith predominantly horiz ontal filamentary stru ctu res.
The top image in each panel corresponds to the HI emission intensity in three v elocity -channel maps presented in red, green, and blu e colors. The
bottom image corresponds to the second eigenv alue of the Hessian matrix , λ−, w hich highlights the filamentary stru ctu res in each v elocity -channel
map. The w hite disk in the low er right corner corresponds to the siz e of the deriv ativ e kernel u sed to calcu late the Hessian matrix .

criteria described in Sect. 3.2 ov er the total nu mber of pix els in
each tile. We fou nd that the tiles w ith the highest 〈I〉 show a
larger cov erage of filamentary stru ctu res, w hich may resu lt from
the selection based on the intensity S/N. Still, both high and low
V v alu es appear in tiles w ith similar filament cov erage, w hich
indicates that the preferential orientations are not the produ ct of
the nu mber of filaments identified in a tile. Tiles w ith low 〈I〉
and filament cov erage are more likely to be dominated by a sin-
gle intensity stru ctu re, w hich ex plains w hy they display the most
significant v alu es of V .

Figu re 3 presents an ex ample of the filamentary stru ctu re in
the emission tow ard the high-V bands reported in Fig. 1. The
emission maps show that the filament orientation trends are not
dominated by a monolithic object bu t rather by a collection of fil-
aments w here the orientation parallel to the Galactic plane seems
to be the most frequ ent. The most prominent horiz ontal stru c-
tu res in the emission maps appear ov er a backgrou nd of fainter
and seemingly randomly oriented filamentary stru ctu res. In gen-
eral, the w idth of the filamentary stru ctu res matches the kernel
siz e u sed to calcu late the Hessian matrix . This fact makes the
general definition of the length of the filaments problematic since
the apparent ov erlap of the most ex tended stru ctu res may not be
a produ ct of spatial coherence bu t an artifact of the av ailable
angu lar resolu tion.

4.1. Distribution of HI filamentary structures in the Galactic
plane

We analy z ed the distribu tion of HI filamentary stru ctu res in the
Galactic plane by assu ming circu lar motions arou nd the Galactic

center and a standard rotation cu rv e, as detailed in Appendix B.
First, w e focu sed on the behav ior of the filament orientations
w ith heliocentric radiu s to stu dy the combined effect of the
angu lar resolu tion and distance. Second, w e compared the fil-
ament orientations at different heliocentric kinematic distances.
Finally , w e stu died the v ariations w ith Galactocentric radiu s and
produ ced a face-on v iew of the HI filament orientation in the
Galactic plane.

4.1.1. Filament orientations and heliocentric distance

Figu re 4 show s the distribu tion of V and the far kinematic helio-
centric distance, dfar, deriv ed for each tile. We chose to report
dfar to focu s on the effect of distance on V , bu t similar conclu -
sions can be draw n from the near kinematic distances, dnear, as
show n in Appendix B. We fou nd an increase in V w ith helio-
centric distance that is particu larly prominent tow ard QIII and
QIV. How ev er, w e did not find that the tiles corresponding to the
largest distances present notably large V , thu s su ggesting that the
increase in V is a produ ct of heliocentric distance alone.

The mean V v alu es in 1-kpc dfar bins, show n by the black
line in the bottom panel of Fig. 4, rev eal a general preference for
V > 0. How ev er, these mean V v alu es are below the 2.87 limit
corresponding to a 3σ significance of a preferential orientation
parallel to the Galactic plane. Most of the scatter in the distribu -
tion of V for a particu lar dfar seems to come from the az imu thal
v ariations, as can be inferred from the comparison betw een the
general trend and that tow ard each Galactic qu adrant. Tow ard QII
and QIII, w e fou nd a sy stematic increase in V u p to d ≈ 15 kpc
follow ed by a sy stematic decrease at larger distances. This may
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Fig. 4. Kinematic heliocentric distance (d) and projected Ray leigh
statistic (V, Eq. (4)) for the 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles. We report the
largest (far) solut ion to the heliocentric distance equa tion, as detailed in
Appendix B. From top to bottom, the panels correspond to each Galactic
qua drant and to the w hole Galactic longitude range. The colors indicate
the Galactic longitud e of the tiles. The horiz ontal dashed lines indicate
V =±2.87, w hich correspond to the 3σ significance in the preferential
orientation around θ= 0◦ or θ= 90◦, respectiv ely . The solid line in the
bottom panel corresponds to the mean V v alue s in 1-kpc dfar bins.

be the produ ct of the decrease in the emission at the edge of the
Galactic disk. Tow ard QI and QIV, w e fou nd a decrease in V u p
to dfar ≈ 10 kpc, or dnear ≈ 5 kpc, as illu strated in Appendix B.

To fu rther establish if the prev alence of V > 0 at large dis-
tances is an effect introdu ced by the distance, w e repeated the
analy sis u sing larger deriv ativ e kernels in Appendix A.2.3. Using
deriv ativ e kernels w ith diameters tw o and three times larger,
w hich is equ iv alent to locating the sou rces tw o or three times
fu rther aw ay , resu lts in a sy stematic redu ction of V rather than a

Fig. 5. Mean intensity (〈I〉, top), projected Ray leigh statistic (V , mid-
dle), and deriv ativ e kernel siz e (∆, bottom) for 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1

tow ard the indicated positions. The tw o lines in the middle panel indi-
cate the resu lts obtained w ith a deriv ativ e kernel w ith a fix ed angu lar
siz e and a kernel w ith a fix ed phy sical siz e, as indicated on the legend.
The kernel w ith a fix ed phy sical siz e is ex clu siv ely u sed in the radial
v elocity range corresponding to kinematic distances w here the angu lar
siz e of the kernel is below 1◦.

bias tow ard V > 0. We interpret that resu lt as a strong indication
that the relativ e orientation trends are not ex clu siv ely the prod-
u ct of the heliocentric distance. How ev er, w e also condu cted a
test u sing a deriv ativ e kernel fix ed to a particu lar phy sical scale,
w hich w e describe in the follow ing section.

4.1.2. Filament orientations near and far

By fix ing the siz e of the deriv ativ e kernel in the Hessian analy -
sis, w e are effectiv ely selecting a phy sical siz e scale that changes
w ith the distance. For ex ample, at a distance of approx imately
4.5 kpc the 18′ FWHM deriv ativ e kernel w ou ld select filamen-
tary stru ctu res of minimu m w idths arou nd 25 pc. Those stru c-
tu res w ou ld be blended into 100-pc-w idth stru ctu res sampled at
18 kpc w ith the same beam.

We ev alu ated the effect of distance by considering a deriv a-
tiv e kernel w ith a fix ed phy sical siz e. We ran this test tow ard
the positions l≈ 90◦ and l≈ 270◦, w here the mapping betw een
vLSR and d has the largest dy namic range. We limited the kernel
angu lar siz e to ∆< 1◦ to av oid artifacts produ ced by the limited
sampling of the 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles. This limit ex clu des
the radial v elocity range w here most of the emission lies bu t cov -
ers the range in w hich the tiles w ith the highest V are fou nd.
Figu re 5 show s the comparison of the resu lts obtained w ith the
18′ kernel and a kernel w ith v ary ing angu lar siz e corresponding
to ∆= 160 pc at different distances.

We fou nd that the increasing kernel siz es produ ced low er v al-
u es of V . This indicates that rather than produ cing a bias tow ard
higher V , as w ou ld be the case if mu ltiple stru ctu res w ith a ran-
dom orientation w ere blended into a single horiz ontal filament,
the smoothing resu lts in a loss of the preferential orientation par-
allel to Galactic plane. This trend tow ard low er v alu es of V w as
also fou nd w hen u sing deriv ativ e kernels w ith larger angu lar
siz es, as detailed in Appendix A. These resu lts strongly su g-
gest that the high-V bands in the lv-diagrams in Fig. 1 cannot
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Fig. 6. Face-on vi ew of the mean HI emission intensity (〈I〉; left) and the filament orientation qu antified by the projected Ray leigh statistic (V; right).
Value s of V > 2.87 or V <−2.87 indicate a statistical significance abov e 3σ in the preferential orientation arou nd θ= 0◦ or θ= 90◦, respectiv ely . The
y ellow circul ar marker indicates the position of the Sun. The ov erlaid cu rv es correspond to the spiral arm models identified in Reid et al. (2019),
show n in black color, and their ext rapolation to larger Galactocentric radii, show n in green.

be ex plained by an effect ex clu siv ely related to the heliocentric
distance.

Figu re 3 presents the emission tow ard the range in l and
vlsr corresponding to the high-V bands in Fig. 1. Rather than
being concentrated, the emission appears as a series of horiz on-
tal filaments distribu ted in a broad range of Galactic latitu des.
This distribu tion is the produ ct of the Galactic flaring and indi-
cates that the smoothing by the deriv ativ e kernel is not blending
the emission into a single monolithic stru ctu re at large dis-
tances. Therefore, w e conclu de that the high v alu es of V are
not the resu lt of an observ ational effect bu t a property of the
HI stru ctu re.

4.1.3. Filament orientations and Galactocentric distance

We compu ted a de-projection of the 〈I〉 and V lv-diagrams into a
face-on v iew of the Milky Way , show n in Fig. 6. This reconstru c-
tion does not aim to produ ce a complete 3D density distribu tion
bu t rather identify the Galactocentric radii and az imu th to w hich
the featu res in the V lv-diagrams belong. Follow ing preceding
w orks, su ch as Lev ine et al. (2006b) and Kalberla et al. (2007),
w e ex clu ded from the analy sis the Galactic longitu de ranges
l< 15◦, l> 345◦ and 165◦ < l< 195◦, as these regions hav e radial
v elocities that are too small w ith respect to their random v eloci-
ties to establish reliable distances. We also ex clu ded from this
reconstru ction points w ith Rgal < 10 kpc, to av oid the compli-
cations introdu ced by the near-far distance ambigu ity and the
artifacts produ ced by the emission arou nd vLSR ≈ 0 km s−1.

The face-on reconstru ction of the mean intensity , show n on
the left-hand-side panel of Fig. 6, display s some of the spiral arm
featu res identified in the LAB su rv ey arou nd 90◦ � φ�150◦ and
200◦ � φ� 250◦ arou nd 10<Rgal < 15 kpc (Lev ine et al. 2006a;
Nakanishi & Sofu e 2016; Koo et al. 2017). The identification of
these arms is not the main focu s of ou r analy sis, bu t they appear
highlighted by the emission concentration. The arms in QI and
QIV are less conspicu ou s and not clearly identifiable w ithou t

additional processing, su ch as, the median filtering applied in
Lev ine et al. (2006a) or the spectral peak identification u sed in
Koo et al. (2017).

The face-on reconstru ction of the filament orientation trends,
presented on the right-hand-side panel of Fig. 6, show s a clu s-
tering of high V at Rgal � 15 kpc on both sides of the Galax y .
This collection of high-V stru ctu res, w hich corresponds to the
bands in the lv-diagrams in Fig. 1, does not appear simply as a
ring bu t seems to hav e a pitch angle. This pitch angle impres-
sion is produ ced by the displacement of the peak V v alu es from
Rgal ≈ 18 kpc at φ≈ 210◦ to Rgal ≈ 23 kpc at φ≈ 270◦. The pitch
angle is less noticeable in the other side of the Galax y , w here
there is a prominent ex ception to the general V > 0 trend arou nd
Rgal ≈ 17 kpc and l≈ 95◦. This featu re, w hich corresponds to the
negativ e V tiles at d � 25 kpc in Fig. 7, w as also identified in the
Galactic w arp and flare stu dies reported in Lev ine et al. (2006a).

Figu re 6 also show s the asy mmetry in the HI betw een the first
tw o and the last tw o qu adrants. Tow ard QI and QII there is a drop
in the amou nt of emission at Rgal ≈ 25 kpc, w hich is noticeable
in the lack of filaments and relativ e orientation trends bey ond
that radiu s in the range 45� φ� 130◦. How ev er, there is enou gh
emission to su ggest a drop in V at Rgal ≈ 25 kpc w ith respect to
its peak v alu e, w hich w e ex plored fu rther by compu ting radial
profiles.

Figu re 7 show s the distribu tion of V w ith respect to the
Rgal deriv ed from the radial v elocity of each tile and the av er-
age radial profile compu ted in 1-kpc-w idth bins in the range
2≤Rgal ≤ 30 kpc. We inclu ded the observ ations at Rgal < 10 kpc
since the Rgal estimates are not affected by the heliocentric dis-
tance ambigu ity . The general trend is a progressiv e increase of
V w ith grow ing Rgal u ntil it reaches its max imu m v alu es arou nd
Rgal � 20 kpc. This tendency is equ iv alent to the continu ou s tran-
sition from HI filaments slightly perpendicu lar or hav ing no
preferred orientation to mostly parallel to the Galactic plane
w ith increasing distance from the Galactic center. The signifi-
cance of the relativ e orientation in the tiles dominated by mostly
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Fig. 7. Galactocentric radius (Rgal) and projected Ray leigh statistic (V ,
Eq. (4)) for the 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles. From top to bottom, the
panels correspond to each Galactic qua drant and to the w hole Galac-
tic longitude range. The colors indicate the Galactic longitu de of the
tiles. The horiz ontal dashed lines indicate V =±2.87, w hich indicate the
3σ significance in the preferential orientation arou nd θ= 0◦ or θ= 90◦,
respectiv ely . The v ertical dotted line indicates the radius of the solar
orbit. The solid line in the bottom panel corresponds to the mean V v al-
ue s in 1-kpc Rgal bins. The v ertical solid lines mark the central locations
of the HI shells identified in the LAB sur v ey (Ehlerová & Palou š 2013)
and the SGPS (McClur e-Griffiths et al. 2002) in the range |b|< 10◦,
show n in gray and green colors, respectiv ely .

perpendicu lar filaments increases w hen considering broader tiles
in Galactic longitu de, as illu strated in Appendix A.2.1. How ev er,
the broader tile siz e redu ces the sampling in Galactic longitu de
and the resolu tion in the face-on reconstru ctions presented in
Fig. 6.

Figu re 7 also show s the central locations of the HI
shells in the catalogs produ ced w ith the LAB su rv ey

(Ehlerov á & Palou š 2013) and the SGPS observ ations (McClu re-
Griffiths et al. 2002) in the range |b|< 10◦. Most of the HI
shells are fou nd w ithin the range Rgal < 10 kpc, and their nu m-
ber tends to decrease w ith increasing Galactocentric radiu s. For
Rgal > 15 kpc, w here the v alu es of V rev eal a v ery significant
prev alence of HI filaments parallel to the Galactic plane, there
are v ery few identified HI shells. The likely relationship betw een
the v alu es of V and the density of HI shells w ith Ri su ggest a con-
nection betw een the HI filament orientation and SN feedback,
w hich w e discu ss fu rther in Sect. 5.

In the v icinity of the solar circle, Rgal = 8.15 kpc (Reid et al.
2019), w e fou nd both negativ e and positiv e v alu es of V that show
a significant departu re from the general trend. Some of these
flu ctu ations are du e to HI emission in the solar neighborhood,
w hose prox imity makes the local atomic gas dy namics more
prominent than the large scale trend. The peak in negativ e V
arou nd Rgal ≈ 10 kpc is most likely associated w ith the large HI
shells identified in the range 250◦ � l� 360◦ in radial v elocities
that rou ghly correspond to that position in the Galactic plane
(McClu re-Griffiths et al. 2002). Additional flu ctu ations in V are
also introdu ced by noncircu lar motions, w hich are particu larly
dominant arou nd the anticenter, thu s ex plaining w hy the largest
V are observ ed arou nd l≈ 160◦. It is likely that the emission
arou nd that Galactic longitu de is produ ced fu rther aw ay and that
the distance estimates based on the line kinematics are inaccu rate
(see, for ex ample, Bu rton 1971; Peek et al. 2022).

At Rgal � 16 kpc the dispersion in V increases and display s
relativ ely large v alu es of V and an ex cu rsion into V < 0 for
some of the tiles. The points corresponding to V < 0 arou nd
Rgal ≈ 20 kpc can be traced into an indiv idu al featu re arou nd
φ≈ 100◦ that is also fou nd as an ou tlier in the Galactic w arp
(Lev ine et al. 2006b). Most of the tiles w ith high v alu es of V
at Rgal � 20 kpc are fou nd in QIV, w here the high V band in the
lv-diagram is the broadest, bu t for most of the lines of sight V
decreases bey ond Rgal � 20 kpc.

4.2. Scale height of the HI filaments

In addition to the analy sis of the filament orientation distribu -
tion w ith Rgal, w e considered tw o other HI emission properties
that also change w ith the distance from the Galactic center: the
midplane height and the dispersion arou nd the midplane. We
compu ted the Galactic height z for each of the tiles and obtained
its first and second intensity -w eighted moments, 〈z 〉 and σ z fol-
low ing the procedu re detailed in Appendix B. We estimated 〈z 〉
and σ z both for all of the HI emission in each tile and ex clu -
siv ely for the emission in the stru ctu res classified as filaments;
hence w e obtained tw o separate estimates of the w arp and the
flare.

Figu re 8 show s the tw o face-on reconstru ctions of 〈z 〉. The
midplane height map obtained u sing all of the HI emission repro-
du ces some of the main featu res obtained in the prev iou s analy sis
of low er resolu tion data (Lev ine et al. 2006b; Kalberla et al.
2007). First, the w arp of the Milky Way , w hich corresponds to
the v ariation in midplane height from 〈z 〉 ≈ 4 kpc tow ard QI and
QII to 〈z 〉 ≈−1 kpc at Rgal � 20 kpc tow ard QIII and QIV. Second,
the finding of 〈z 〉> 0 and 〈z 〉< 0 for adjacent tiles tow ard QIII and
QIV at Rgal � 20 kpc, w hich has been identified as Galactic disk
“ scalloping” (Ku lkarni et al. 1982; Lev ine et al. 2006b). Finally ,
a sharp dip arou nd φ≈ 90◦ and Rgal � 20 kpc.

The 〈z 〉 fou nd w ith the HI filaments show s featu res that are
v ery similar to the midplane heights obtained u sing the bu lk of
the HI emission. How ev er, the contrast in the w arp, the scallop-
ing, and the sharp dip is mu ch higher. This resu lt is most likely
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Fig. 8. Face-on vi ew of the HI midplane height (〈z 〉) reconstru cted from all the emission in the range |b|< 10◦ (left) and the emission in filamentary
struc tur es (right).

Fig. 9. Midplane height (〈z 〉) and Galactocentric radius (Rgal) for the 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles. The left-hand side panel corresponds to all the HI
emission in the |b|< 10◦ range. The right-hand side panel corresponds to the emission in the stru ctu res classified as filaments. The colors indicate
the Galactic longitude , l. The v ertical dotted line indicates the radiu s of the solar orbit arou nd the Galactic center.

a consequ ence of filtering the diffu se emission implicit in the
filament identification.

The 〈z 〉 radial profiles, presented in Fig. 9, are v ery simi-
lar for all the HI emission and for the HI filaments in the range
Rgal � 20 kpc. For larger Rgal, the HI filaments rev eal that the
Galactic w arp ex tends u p to approx imately 4 kpc for tiles in the
first Galactic qu adrant. The HI filaments also show higher v al-
u es of 〈z 〉 at Rgal � 20 kpc tow ard QIII and QIV, w hich strongly
su ggest that specific filamentary stru ctu res produ ce the apparent
disk scalloping.

Figu re 10 show s the tw o face-on reconstru ctions of σ z . The
dispersion of the HI emission arou nd the midplane show s the
flaring of the Galactic disk at Rgal > 15 kpc, both in all the
emission and ju st in the filaments. How ev er, the radial profiles
show n in Fig. 11 indicate that the av erage trend is for the fil-
amentary stru ctu res to hav e a low er dispersion than the bu lk
of the HI emission by abou t a factor of tw o at Rgal > 15 kpc.

This general trend is follow ed in most of the l range, particu -
larly arou nd 250◦ < l< 350◦, bu t there are clear ex ceptions w here
the σz v alu es traced by the filaments drop abru ptly . This can
be attribu ted to the low er emission in radial v elocities corre-
sponding to larger distances tow ard QI, w hich makes difficu lt
the filament identification at Rgal � 25 kpc in that az imu th range.

4.3. Global properties of the HI filaments

The resu lts of the Hessian analy sis prov ide a description of the
HI emission morphology across v elocity channels, w hich does
not imply that the highlighted stru ctu res are filaments or sheets
in three-dimensional space. Ou r finding is that the high-aspect-
ratio featu res in the HI emission hav e a preferential orientation
w ith respect to the Galactic plane. Withou t any loss of generality ,
w e can also estimate w hat fraction of the HI colu mn density is
in these high-aspect-ratio featu res.
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Fig. 10. Face-on vi ew of the dispersion around the midplane height (σ z ) reconstru cted from all the emission in the range |b|< 10◦ (left) and the
emission in filamentary stru ctu res (right).

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9, bu t for the dispersion around the midplane height (σz ).

We calcu lated the HI colu mn density in each tile u sing
the assu mption of optically thin emission (see, for ex ample,
Ku lkarni & Heiles 1987), su ch that,

NH = 1.83 × 1018
(Tb

K

) (
∆v

km s−1

)
cm−2, (6)

w here Tb is the brightness temperatu re and ∆v is the w idth of
the v elocity channel. This assu mption redu ces ou r calcu lation to
the ratio betw een the su m of Tb in the filamentary stru ctu res and
the total Tb in each tile. We note, how ev er, that the optically -
thin assu mption u nderestimates the amou nt of HI in the Galactic
plane (Bihr et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2020a). The optical depth
mainly affects the inferred CNM colu mn density , since ty pically
τ� 1 for the WNM (see, for ex ample, Heiles & Troland 2003).
Insofar as the ratio of CNM to WNM in the filaments may be
different than in the total gas, ou r resu lts for Nfil

H /NH are only
indicativ e of the global trend.

Figu re 12 show s the distribu tion of Nfil
H /NH as a fu nction

of distance from the Galactic center. The Nfil
H /NH radial pro-

file is tightly distribu ted arou nd 80% for Rgal � 18 kpc. For larger
Rgal, the mean v alu e of Nfil

H /NH decreases sharply , althou gh w e
fou nd a large dispersion arou nd this general trend. The general
decrease in Nfil

H /NH for Rgal � 18 kpc is also fou nd w hen fix ing
the I S/N threshold u sing larger deriv ativ e kernels, as illu strated
in Appendix A.2.3. Thu s, it is most likely that this trend repre-
sents a transition tow ard less stru ctu red HI emission rather than
a drop du e to the decrease in the emission.

The az imu thal v ariations in the Nfil
H /NH radial profile are

most likely a produ ct of the asy mmetry in the Galactic disk. In
the range l� 90◦ w e fou nd a sharp decrease in Nfil

H /NH that cor-
responds to the drop in emission tow ard that particu lar direction.
In contrast, w e obtained Nfil

H /NH arou nd 70% u p to Rgal ≈ 30 kpc
for some tiles arou nd l≈ 150◦.

The sharp drop in the mean v alu es of Nfil
H /NH w ith Galacto-

centric radiu s rou ghly coincides w ith the transition from mostly
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Fig. 12. Radial profiles of the ratio betw een the colum n density in the
filamentary struc tur es (Nfil

H ) and the total colum n density (NH). From
top to bottom, the panels correspond to each Galactic qua drant and to
the w hole Galactic longitude range. The colors indicate the Galactic
longitud e of the tiles. The v ertical dotted line indicates the radiu s of the
solar orbit. The solid line in the bottom panel indicates the mean v alu es
of Nfil

H /NH in 1-kpc Rgal bins.

horiz ontal to randomly oriented HI filaments at Rgal ≈ 18 kpc,
illu strated in Fig. 7. Likely , the large dispersion in V fou nd at
Rgal � 18 kpc is the produ ct of a redu ction in the nu mber of
filamentary stru ctu res, as sampled by Nfil

H , and the az imu thal
v ariations in the emission.

4.4. Comparison with GALFA-HI

We hav e considered the orientation of the HI filaments fou nd
w ith the Hessian method fix ing a particu lar angu lar scale

Table 2. Hessian analy sis parameters for the GALFA-HI data.

Parameter Valu e

Tile siz e 3◦ × 20◦ × 0.184 km s−1

3◦ × 20◦ × 1.290 km s−1

Kernel siz e 5′ FWHM
Intensity threshold 0.3 K
Cu rv atu re threshold (λC

−) −90.0 K deg−2

throu gh the selection of the deriv ativ e kernel siz e and in v eloc-
ity channels set by the spectral resolu tion of the HI4PI su rv ey .
There is no su rv ey cov ering the same b range across the w hole
Galactic plane. Still, the 4′ and 0.184 km s−1 resolu tion GALFA-
HI prov ides an insight into the effects of the angu lar and v elocity
resolu tions, w hich w e discu ss in w hat follow s.

4.4.1. Effect of the angular resolution

We performed the Hessian analy sis in the tw o portions of the
first and the third Galactic qu adrants cov ered in the 4′-resolu tion
GALFA-HI data. To independently stu dy the effects of the dif-
ference in angu lar and spectral resolu tion, w e projected the
GALFA-HI observ ations into the same spectral ax is of the HI4PI
data. We performed the Hessian analy sis u sing an 5′ FWHM
deriv ativ e kernel and applied the selection criteria presented in
Table 2. Fu rther details on the implementation of the Hessian
matrix method in the GALFA-HI data and the resu lts obtained
w ith a larger kernel are presented in Appendix C.

The resu lts of the GALFA-HI data analy sis, presented in
Fig. 13, indicate at first glance that the global trends in relativ e
orientation are rou ghly the same in the higher resolu tion data.
The most su bstantial difference betw een the analy sis resu lts in
the tw o datasets is the increase in the significance in the GALFA-
HI, w hich is fu rther illu strated in Fig. 15. The global trend is for
V to increase by approx imately a factor of tw o, w hich is most
likely the combination of tw o effects. First, the relativ e orien-
tation trends observ ed in HI4PI are generally the same at the
scales sampled by GALFA-HI. If the primarily horiz ontal fila-
ments responsible for the highest v alu es of V in HI4PI resolv ed
into randomly oriented stru ctu res, w e w ou ld find that the high-
V tiles w ou ld produ ce low V in GALFA-HI, w hich is not w hat
w e observ ed in most of the tiles. Second, the increase in V is
related to the higher angu lar resolu tion, becau se a smaller beam
produ ces more independent gradient measu rements for the same
tile area. This does not imply that there is a higher nu mber of
filaments in the higher resolu tion bu t that the statistical trend is
still fou nd w hen inclu ding more independent orientation sam-
ples. We present ex amples of the filaments identified tiles in the
tw o data sets in Fig. 14.

The higher v alu es of V in the higher resolu tion data indicate
that the distribu tion of filament orientations still peaks at 0◦ and
the prominence of that peak is more elev ated. These resu lts do
not ex clu de cases in w hich the higher resolu tion observ ations
rev eal no preferential orientation, as in some tiles w ith V > 2.87
in HI4PI and V ≈ 0 in GALFA-HI. Still, the significance in V is
generally higher in the GALFA-HI data by rou ghly a factor of
tw o.

The increase in V w ith the higher resolu tion observ ations
produ ces a more significant portion of the lv-diagram, as illu s-
trated in Fig. 13. This general increase in V does not imply
a departu re from ou r observ ation in the HI4PI data that the
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Fig. 13. Longitude -v elocity (lv) diagrams of the filament orientation qu antified by the projected Ray leigh statistic (V , right) in the tw o portions of
the Galactic plane cov ered in the range |b| ≤ 10◦ by both HI4PI and GALFA-HI. The GALFA-HI observ ations w ere analy z ed at 1.29 and 0.184 km s−1

resolu tion us ing a 5′ FHWM deriv ativ e kernel. The cur v es correspond to the same spiral arm featu res introdu ced in Fig. 1.

Fig. 14. Ex amples of the HI emission and filamentary stru ctu res identified in the HI4PI and the GALFA-HI data, show n in the top and bottom
panels respectiv ely . The disk in the low er right corner of each panel indicates the siz e of the deriv ativ e kernels u sed for the calcu lation of the
Hessian matrix, 18′ and 5′ for the HI4PI and the GALFA-HI observ ations, respectiv ely .

filaments tend to be more parallel to the Galactic plane w ith
increasing Rgal. It means that the change in filament orientation

is smoother and more significant at higher angu lar resolu tion.
This trend is confirmed by the analy sis of the THOR su rv ey
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Fig. 15. Projected Ray leigh statistic (V) calcul ated for the filamentary
struc tur e in the HI4PI and GALFA-HI observ ations. Each point corre-
sponds to a 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tile. The gray dashed lines indicate
V = 2.87 and V =−2.87, w hich correspond to a 3σ significance in the
preferential orientation around θ= 0◦ or θ= 90◦, respectiv ely .

(Soler et al. 2020), w here the increase in angu lar resolu tion by a
factor of 24 w ith respect to HI4PI rev eals a significant preference
for HI filaments parallel to the Galactic plane at vlsr < 0 km s−1 in
the range 17◦ < l< 67◦ and |b|<1.◦25.

4.4.2. Effect of radial velocity resolution

We also performed the Hessian analy sis in the GALFA-HI obser-
v ations at their nativ e 0.184 km s−1 resolu tion u sing an 5′ FWHM
deriv ativ e kernel. The resu lts, also presented in Fig. 15, show
no global change in the resu lts of ou r analy sis w hen consider-
ing the higher radial v elocity resolu tion in the GALFA-HI data.
This is not u nex pected giv en that emission from the narrow est HI
components, corresponding to the CNM, is at least a few kilome-
ters per second w ide and the emission stru ctu res are likely to be
coherent across sev eral narrow v elocity channels.

We illu strate the effect of the angu lar and radial v elocity res-
olu tion for one ex ample tile in Fig. 16. At the same 1.29 km s−1

resolu tion and S/N threshold, the resu lts of the HI4PI analy sis at
18′ FWHM and GALFA-HI at 5′ FWHM indicate a slight change
in the orientation trends. This change is not u nex pected, as the
orientation at the large scale does not u niqu ely determine the
orientation of the stru ctu res at the small scale. Most of the dif-
ferences are fou nd in the v elocity channels w here the bu lk of the
emission is located, vlsr ≈ 0 km s−1. At the largest vlsr, w hich also
correspond to the largest d and Rgal, the increase in angu lar res-
olu tion does not introdu ce any significant changes in the relativ e
orientation trends, thu s su pporting that the large V v alu es fou nd
there are not a produ ct of the distance to the emission sou rces.
For illu stration, w e also present the mean orientation angles 〈θ〉,
w hich fu rther confirms the dominant trend of filaments aligned
w ith the Galactic plane at both angu lar resolu tions.

The resu lts of the GALFA-HI analy sis at 0.184 km s−1 res-
olu tion are v ery similar to those at 1.29 km s−1 resolu tion. The
orientation trends are coherent across a few kilometers per sec-
ond in both cases. The most prominent ex ception is the loss of

signal arou nd at vLSR ≈ 80 km s−1 and vLSR > 150 km s−1, w hich
is the resu lt of the S/N decrease in the narrow v elocity channels.
In general, w e do not find significant differences in the analy sis
of the narrow v elocity channels that w ou ld critically change the
filament orientation trends obtained at 1.29 km s−1 resolu tion.

5. Discussion

5.1. Atomic filament orientations as a tracer of Galactic
dynamics

The trends reported in Fig. 1 indicate that most of the filaments
in the HI emission are parallel to the Galactic plane. This prefer-
ential orientation appears natu rally from the combined effect of
the grav itational potential and Galactic rotation, as confirmed by
nu merical simu lations of Galactic disks (see, for ex ample, Smith
et al. 2020; Tress et al. 2020). The grav itational potential con-
strains the gas in the disk. The Galactic rotation stretches the
parcels of gas by shearing them apart. How ev er, these effects
cannot ex plain by themselv es the slight prev alence of v ertical
HI filaments tow ard the inner Galax y and the clear predominance
of horiz ontal ones tow ard the ou ter Galax y .

One observ ational effect that may influ ence the observ ed
HI filament orientation change w ith Galactocentric radiu s is the
pileu p of emission from a broad range of distances into the same
channel in v elocity space. The portion of line of sight cov ered
by a fix ed-w idth v elocity channel increases w ith Galactocen-
tric radiu s. For ex ample, at l= 90◦ and u nder the assu mption of
circu lar motions, a 1.29-km s−1 v elocity channel corresponds to
∆Rgal ≈ 200 pc and ∆Rgal ≈ 500 pc for vLSR = 100 and 150 km s−1,
respectiv ely . The v elocity pile u p can be a plau sible ex plana-
tion for the decrease in V at Rgal � 20 kpc reported in Fig. 7,
by mix ing portions of the line of sight w here HI stru ctu res are
mostly parallel to the Galactic plane and randomly oriented
into the same v elocity channel. How ev er, it does not offer a
straight forw ard ex planation for the increase of V w ith Rgal for
10�Rgal � 20 kpc or the high-V bands in Fig. 6.

The analy sis of the GALFA-HI observ ations indicates that
the regions dominated by filaments parallel to the Galactic plane,
V > 2.87, do not resolv e into stru ctu res w ith random orientations.
Instead, the higher angu lar and v elocity resolu tion observ ations
rev ealed that this preferential orientation is ev en more signifi-
cant, as illu strated in Fig. 13. The increase in angu lar resolu tion
does not resu lt in a similar increase in the orientation signifi-
cance for tiles slightly dominated by filaments perpendicu lar to
the Galactic plane, V < 0. We interpret this as indication that
v ertical HI filaments are less frequ ent than horiz ontal ones.

The ex periments w ith deriv ativ e kernels fix ed to a phy sical
length, su ch as the one presented in Fig. 5, indicate that the pro-
gressiv e transition from V < 0 to V > 0 w ith increasing Rgal is not
du e to a mix tu re of scales introdu ced by the fix ed angu lar siz e of
the deriv ativ e kernel. Rather than produ cing larger V , the intro-
du ction of deriv ativ e kernels w ith larger angu lar siz es resu lts
in the redu ction of V , as fu rther illu strated in Appendix A.2.3.
Hence, w e consider that the progressiv e transition from V < 0 to
V > 0 w ith increasing Rgal reported in Fig. 7 has an origin in the
phy sical conditions of the Galactic disk.

5.1.1. Vertical HI filaments

Figu re 17 show s an ex ample of the emission and the filaments
tow ard one of the inner Galax y regions w ith prev alence of v erti-
cal stru ctu res, or V < 0. The majority of the stru ctu res that w ou ld
be identified as HISA are constrained to relativ ely low Galactic
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Fig. 16. Mean intensity (〈I〉, top), projected Ray leigh statistic (V , middle), and mean orientation angle of the filaments (〈θ〉, bottom) for the tiles
centered on l= 202.◦5 in the HI4PI and GALFA-HI. The left panel corresponds to the HI4PI observ ations analy sis w ith a 18′ FWHM kernel for
a 1.29-km s−1 v elocity resolut ion. The center and right panels correspond to the GALFA-HI observ ations analy sis w ith a 5′ FWHM kernel for
1.29-km s−1 and 0.184-km s−1 v elocity resolut ions, respectiv ely .

Fig. 17. HI emission (top) and filamentary stru ctur es (bottom) tow ard a
region dominated by v ertical stru ctur es in the indicated radial v elocity
range.

longitu des, w here the backgrou nd emission is brightest, and are
u nlikely to be the dominant object produ cing the global filament
orientation. This is also tru e for other regions in the inner Galax y ,
as ex pected from the distribu tion and angu lar siz e in HISA cat-
alogs (see, for ex ample, Gibson et al. 2005). How ev er, it does
not dismiss the importance of a dedicated stu dy of the HISA
stru ctu res orientation.

Most of the stru ctu res contribu ting to V < 0 are w orms and
arcs abov e and below the bright filamentary stru ctu re that cor-
responds to the midplane. These stru ctu res ex tend into high
Galactic latitu des, some ev en bey ond the stu died Galactic lat-
itu de range, |b|< 10◦. How ev er, the higher-resolu tion bu t low er
b-cov erage HI observ ations in the THOR su rv ey indicate that
predominantly v ertical filamentary stru ctu res are also fou nd in
the |b|< 1.◦0 range (Soler et al. 2020).

One phy sical ex planation for the observ ed v ertical HI fila-
ments is the Galactic fou ntain, in w hich hot gas is produ ced by
the cu mu lativ e effect of su pernov ae in the disk; thermal ex pan-
sion lifts it abov e the Galactic plane, w here it becomes u nstable;
cool clou ds condense and fall back ballistically (Shapiro & Field
1976; Fraternali & Binney 2006). How ev er, direct SN feedback
ev ents can also cau se v ertical stru ctu res. Strong clu stered SN
feedback cau ses large scale bu bbles, w hich are consecu tiv ely

elongated along the v ertical direction du e to bou y ancy and
Parker instability (Parker 1966). Cosmic ray s (CRs) add an addi-
tional sou rce of slow ly cooling energy , w hich bu ilds u p a v ertical
pressu re gradient that helps lifting the gas ou t of the midplane
(Breitschw erdt et al. 1993; Girichidis et al. 2016; Ru sz kow ski
et al. 2017).

Nu merical simu lations indicate that CR-lifted gas is primar-
ily w arm rather than hot, w hich w ill increase the amou nt of HI
compared to hot only SN-heated gas (see, for ex ample, Girichidis
et al. 2018). CRs mainly mov e along the magnetic field lines,
w hich fu rther amplifies the effects of Parker loops and the related
instabilities (Hanasz & Lesch 2003). Consequ ently , the gas along
the bu oy antly rising magnetic field lines also show s a prefer-
entially v ertical orientation. Ov erall, strong SN feedback in the
presence of a v ertical stratification of gas and a dy namically rele-
v ant magnetic field w ill fav or the formation of v ertical stru ctu res.
Additionally , spiral shock w av es may lift and stretch the atomic
gas in the v ertical direction (Su chkov & Shchekinov 1974; Kim
et al. 2010) and Parker instability that can create bu oy ant loops
of magnetic field at a kiloparsec scale (Rodrigu es et al. 2016;
Heintz et al. 2020).

The progressiv e change from mostly v ertical HI filaments
to mostly horiz ontal w ith increasing Rgal, reported in Fig. 7,
indicates that the dominant process behind the HI filament ori-
entation also has a radial dependence. Spiral shocks trace the
position of the spiral arm stru ctu re, thu s they shou ld carry an
az imu thal dependence and produ ce differences betw een arm and
inter-arm regions that are not noticeable in ou r resu lts. The
ax isy mmetric v ariations in filament orientation strongly su ggest
the prev ailing role of SN feedback.

Su pernov ae are v ery effectiv e in lifting the gas off from
the Galactic plane, as seen in nu merou s nu merical ex periments
(see, for ex ample, Jou ng & Mac Low 2006; Hennebelle &
Iffrig 2014; Gatto et al. 2015; Kim & Ostriker 2015). The radial
v ariations in the clu stering and frequ ency of SNe w ith Galacto-
centric radiu s are a plau sible ex planation for the lack of v ertical
filaments in the ou ter Galax y . The nu mber of SN remnants in
the Milky Way decreases significantly for Rgal > 5 kpc (Case &
Bhattachary a 1998; Green 2015). The distribu tion of stars in the
Galax y decreases ex ponentially w ith a characteristic radiu s R0
that depends on the age of the popu lation and is arou nd 3.5 kpc
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Fig. 18. HI emission (top) and filamentary stru ctu res (bottom) for
the region around the 〈z 〉 dip tow ard φ≈ 100◦ and 20<Rgal < 25 kpc in
Fig. 8.

for y ou ng stars (Drimmel & Spergel 2001; Frankel et al. 2018).
Both of these observ ations indicate that for Rgal > 10 kpc, the
nu mber of SNe is significantly low er than in the inner Galax y .
At large Rgal not only the nu mber of SNe is low er, bu t the area
of the disk also is more ex tensiv e, so the SN rate per u nit area
falls off ev en faster w ith radiu s than the nu mber of SNe. Con-
sequ ently , du e to the lack of ev ents in the ou ter Galax y , SNe’s
energy and momentu m inpu t may not be the dominant process
shaping the atomic gas.

The SNe do not only contribu te to the formation of v ertical
filaments by lifting the HI gas, bu t also throu gh the infall of the
prev iou sly ejected gas back on the plane. Marasco & Fraternali
(2011) stu died the ex traplanar HI gas of the Milky Way and fou nd
that it mainly consists of gas that is falling back to the MW
after being ejected by SNe. The ex traplanar HI is more conspic-
u ou s w hile falling becau se it cools w hile settling dow n. When
it is lifted, it is hotter and so less prominent in the HI emission,
as can be seen in the nu merical simu lations presented in Kim
& Ostriker (2015) and Girichidis et al. (2016). It is difficu lt to
determine the portion of the v ertical filaments that correspond to
ou tgoing or incoming HI gas. Still, the filament orientations pro-
v ide a roadmap to stu dy these effects in the Galactic plane and
in Galactic-scale simu lations that inclu de the impact of stellar
feedback.

5.1.2. Filaments and holes in other galaxies

Most the face-on nearby galax ies (2� d � 15 Mpc) in The HI
Nearby Galax y Su rv ey (THINGS, Walter et al. 2008) present
holes in their inner regions, w here the gas density and the star
formation rate are higher, and elongated stru ctu res at larger radii.
A detailed stu dy of one of them, NGC 6946, a w ell stu died spi-
ral galax y of abou t one-third of the Milky Way ’s siz e located at
7.72 Mpc, rev ealed 121 HI holes in its inner regions and high-
v elocity gas associated w ith some of them, thu s su ggesting the
presence of a fou ntain mechanism (Boomsma et al. 2008). It is
not straightforw ard to demonstrate that the associations of v er-
tical filaments in the inner Milky Way correspond to the holes
seen in face-on nearby galax ies, particu larly du e to the difficu lty
in disentangling emission components and assigning reliable dis-
tances in ou r ow n Galax y . How ev er, there is significant ev idence
that tow ard some portions of the Galactic plane w e are seeing the
gas sw ept by the ex pansion of SN remnants, as it is the case of
the HI shells identified in the range 10 kpc<Rgal 15 kpc tow ard
QIV (McClu re-Griffiths et al. 2002).

A recent stu dy of the HI gas stru ctu re in a sample of 33 disk
galax ies in THINGS rev ealed changes in the delta-v ariance spec-
tru m in the inner and ou ter regions of the disks (Dib et al. 2021).
The au thors interpret these v ariations as the dominant effect of
SN feedback in the inner parts of the galax ies and the prev a-
lence of other large-scale dy namics in the ou ter parts. Certainly ,
SNe are not independent actors in the shaping the ISM. Recent
nu merical ex periments indicate that feedback ex clu siv ely pro-
du ced by SNe does not reprodu ce produ ce observ ed star clu ster
masses and w arm gas v olu me-filling factors (Kim et al. 2018;
Rathjen et al. 2021). Detailed modeling of the Galactic w inds
propelled by SNe indicate that cool and hot ou tflow s can lift sig-
nificant amou nts of mass, energy , and metals (Kim et al. 2020).
Ou r resu lts indicate that the stu dy of the HI filaments can shed
light in the stu dy of these Galactic w inds and their distribu tion
in the Milky Way .

5.2. Atomic filaments as a tracers of Galactic structure

5.2.1. Galactic warp

In addition to making the change in orientation w ith Rgal notice-
able, the identification of filaments in the HI emission highlights
the disk w arp and other v ariations in the midplane height of the
Milky Way . Figu re 8 show s that the 〈z 〉 featu res at Rgal > 20 kpc
know n as scalloping are highlighted by the filaments. This may
be an indication that these featu res are not the produ ct of global
disk pertu rbations, as considered in Lev ine et al. (2006a), bu t
can be the produ ct of ev ents su ch as gas inflow or the interaction
w ith Milky Way satellites.

The most prominent v ariation in 〈z 〉, aside from the w arp,
is the dip tow ard φ≈ 100◦ and 20<Rgal < 25 kpc. This featu re,
show n in Fig. 18, corresponds to a horiz ontal clou d at b≈−8◦
that contrasts w ith the location of most of the HI emission, w hich
is concentrated at 0◦ < b< 10◦. It is located in one of the few
regions of the lv-diagram that does not show a preferential fila-
ment orientation at 0◦ or 90◦, as it is ev idenced by the elongated
stru ctu res oriented at 45◦, among w hich is the giant atomic fila-
ment Cattail (Li et al. 2021). The filaments in this region seem
to be pointing in the direction of the Magellanic stream and their
location both in radial v elocity and Galactic longitu de seem to
reinforce the potential association w ith the interw ov en tail of fil-
aments trailing the Magellanic Clou ds in their orbit arou nd the
Milky Way (see D’Onghia & Fox 2016, and references therein).
Althou gh determining this association is bey ond the scope of
this w ork, it ex emplifies the u se of the HI filament properties as
a tracer of the Galactic dy namics.

5.2.2. Filament scale height

Figu re 11 indicates a difference of rou ghly a factor of tw o in the
scale height traced by the bu lk of the HI emission and ju st by the
HI filaments at Rgal > 15 kpc. To ex plain this difference, w e need
to consider the phy sical conditions that may lead to the forma-
tion of these stru ctu res. Most likely the filaments are produ ced by
large-scale compressiv e motions and thermal instability that pro-
du ce ov erdensities in w hich the HI can cool rapidly (Wolfire et al.
2003). Thu s, the filaments may correspond to a mix tu re of CNM
and WNM su rrou nded by WNM. This scenario is su pported by
the relativ ely narrow emission line w idths tow ard the filamentary
stru ctu res, as show n in the ex ample presented in Fig. 19.

Kalberla & Kerp (1998) estimated a scale height at the loca-
tion of the Su n of abou t 150 pc for the for the CNM and 400 pc
for the WNM, assu ming hy drostatic equ ilibriu m betw een the
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Fig. 19. HI emission (top) and selected spectra tow ard filamentary
struc tur es (bottom). The spectra correspond to the positions indicated
by the crosses in the uppe r panel. The colored v ertical bars in the bot-
tom panel correspond to the three v elocity channels presented in the
corresponding colors in the top panel.

components. The au thors inferred v elocity dispersions of 4 and
24 km s−1 for the CNM and WNM, w hich are rou ghly consis-
tent w ith the combination of the tu rbu lent and the thermal sou nd
speeds of the gas in each phase. That resu lt su ggest that each
component is separately in v ertical equ ilibriu m, so that the total
tu rbu lent and thermal midplane pressu res balances the v ertical
w eight of the ISM (see, for ex ample, Ostriker & Shetty 2011).
How ev er, both the measu red scale heights and the measu red
v elocity dispersions are su bject to relativ ely large u ncertainties:
for ex ample, Heiles & Troland (2003) reports that the difference
in scale heights of the tw o phases is closer to a factor of tw o, as
resu lt of their finding of large v elocity dispersion for the CNM
and smaller for the WNM.

Tow ard the inner Galax y the scale height of the CNM has
also been observ ed to be smaller than that of the WNM (Dickey
& Lockman 1990; McClu re-Griffiths & Dickey 2007). If w e
assu me that the same conditions can be ex tended to the ou ter
galax y , the difference in scale heights reported in Fig. 11 is con-
sistent w ith the ex pected difference for the tw o HI components.
How ev er, that conclu sion is in tension w ith the resu lts of the
observ ations of HI absorption against strong continu u m sou rces,
w hich indicate that the scale height of the CNM is similar to that
of the WNM, and both increase w ith Galactic radiu s in the ou ter
disk (Dickey et al. 2009).

Lisz t (1983) show s that one portion of the WNM mu st
be associated w ith the CNM, w hile the other portion is more
w idely spread in the neu tral mediu m betw een the CNM clou ds.
Dickey et al. (2009) argu es that the scale height deriv ed from
the HI observ ed in absorption, w hich samples mostly the CNM
clou ds, and that from the HI emission, w hich samples both the
CNM and WNM, are similar in the ou ter Galax y , thu s su ggest-
ing that the scale heights of the tw o HI components are not v ery
different. One reason for the discrepancy w ith ou r resu lts are
the az imu thal v ariations that are ev ident in the radial profiles
presented in Fig. 12.

Figu re 7 of Dickey et al. (2009) show s that the best agree-
ment betw een the scale heights sampled by absorption and
emission is for the av erage ov er the az imu th range 0◦<φ<180.
In that range ou r analy sis resu lts in large dispersions, mostly
du e to the low er emission tow ard that portion of the Galax y
at Rgal > 20 kpc that resu lts in few er filaments. In the range
180◦<φ<360, the agreement betw een the scale heights at

Rgal > 17 kpc in Dickey et al. (2009) is less ev ident. It is precisely
tow ard that az imu thal range that w e find the clearest difference
betw een the σz sampled by the filaments and by the bu lk of the
HI emission.

Ou r resu lts are not conclu siv e tow ard 0◦<φ<180, w here w e
do not find enou gh filaments to match the resu lts of Dickey
et al. (2009). How ev er, w e find a strong indication of different
scale heights in the range 180◦<φ< 360, w here only 126 of 650
HI opacity observ ations av ailable at the time of Dickey et al.
(2009) are located. Whether or not the difference in the scale
heights deriv ed u sing the HI filaments are confirmed by the emis-
sion and opacity stu dies w ill depend on the analy sis of fu tu re
high-resolu tion su rv ey s that increase the nu mber of observ ations
against continu u m sou rces.

5.2.3. Column density in atomic filaments

We fou nd that the ratio Nfil
H /NH is abou t 80% u p to Rgal ≈ 15 kpc,

as show n in Fig. 12. The reason for the decrease in Nfil
H /NH at

Rgal > 15 kpc tow ard some lines of sight can be attribu ted to the
lack of filamentary stru ctu re in the emission, particu larly tow ard
QI and QII. The ex planation for the rou ghly constant v alu es
of Nfil

H /NH for Rgal < 15 kpc is potentially related to the almost
constant CNM to WNM mass ratio throu ghou t the Galax y . The
CNM fraction is almost constant w ith Rgal and corresponds to
betw een 15 and 20% of the atomic gas in the ou ter disk (Dickey
et al. 2009). The larger v alu es of Nfil

H /NH can resu lt from the
filaments tracing not ex clu siv ely CNM bu t also some WNM
associated w ith the cool gas. This, how ev er, implies a v ery coarse
av erage becau se on scales u p to at least hu ndreds of parsecs the
pressu re and density of the ISM may be highly v ariable and far
from equ ilibriu m.

The decrease on the v alu es of Nfil
H /NH happens at rou ghly

the same Rgal at w hich w e see the end of the regu lar trend in fila-
ment orientation illu strated in Fig. 7. This tw o observ ations can
be interpreted as an indication of the change in the phy sical con-
ditions of the atomic gas in the ou ter galax y . These changes are
not ax isy mmetric and can be cau sed by a v ariety of conditions
that inclu de the passage of the Milky satellites and v ariations in
the ISM pressu re and the stellar potential.

In principle, this observ ation implies that the formation of
the stru ctu res that w e observ e as HI filaments is not affected by
v ariations in star formation and stellar feedback w ith Galacto-
centric radiu s. Potentially conv erging flow s compensate for the
decrease in the SN rate w ith increasing distance from the Galac-
tic center in maintaining the density enhancement that driv es the
w arm gas into the cool stru ctu res that w e observ e as filaments.
How ev er, fu rther interpretation calls for the detailed stu dy of
particu lar regions and the analy sis of nu merical simu lations of
Galactic disks.

5.3. Properties of atomic filaments

We hav e employ ed the w ord filaments to designate the elongated
stru ctu res fou nd in HI emission. We u sed their orientation to
describe the stru ctu re of the emission and its anisotropy w ith-
ou t assigning their ex istence to a particu lar kind of object in
three-dimensional space. The fact that the preferential orienta-
tion is persistent across 1.29-km s−1 v elocity channels is a strong
indication that this trend is produ ced by three-dimensional den-
sity stru ctu res in the ISM and not by flu ctu ations imprinted by
the tu rbu lent v elocity field (see Clark et al. 2019, and references
therein).
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The deep examination of the nature of the filamentary struc-
tures in three dimensions, for example, to distinguish between
filaments and sheets (Heiles 1997), is beyond the scope of this
work. However, the characterization of the emission in terms
of filaments highlights a large number of elongated structures
that are reminiscent of the plumes in the HI emission toward the
outskirts of nearby spiral galaxies (Walter et al. 2008). Recent
studies have identified prominent elongated structures in the
HI emission, for example, the 1.1-kpc-long Cattail filament with
roughly 6.5× 104 M� (Li et al. 2021) and the 1.2-kpc-long Mag-
dalena filament with approximately 7.2× 105 M� (Syed et al.
2022). Our results indicate that these elongated structures are
the norm toward the outer Galaxy.

The Magdalena filament is singular given its orientation, par-
allel to the Galactic plane, and its distance from the HI emission
midplane, roughly 500 pc. The kind of perturbations that can
produce an object of these characteristics are currently unknown.
However, they may be related to the horizontal orientation of the
VHC complexes AC and H and as such the orientation of this
structures can be used as an indicator of the dynamics of the
Galactic disk and its interaction with the halo.

There are few detections of molecular gas toward the bands
dominated by horizontal HI filaments in Fig. 1. Carbon monox-
ide (CO) observations indicate that there is barely any signif-
icant emission at these large radii (Dame et al. 2001; Miville-
Deschênes et al. 2017). Toward the OSC, Dame & Thaddeus
(2011) report ten detections in 220 pointings toward high-HI den-
sity regions. Sun et al. (2015) reported the detection of 72 molec-
ular clouds in the CO(1→ 0) emission toward the extension of
the OSC into the second quadrant. Similar observations for the
outer regions toward the outer third and fourth quadrants have
not been made. Thus, it is hard at the moment to estimate if the
HI filaments inherit their elongation and orientation into molec-
ular clouds that they may help form within them, in contrast with
the general trend for the clouds traced by CO in the inner Galaxy
(Soler et al. 2021). Yet, the outer Galaxy reveals as an attractive
laboratory to test our theories of molecular cloud formation and
the coupling between the ISM phases.

6. Conclusions

We studied the orientation of the filamentary structure in the HI
emission toward the Galactic plane. We have found that the ori-
entation of the HI filaments with respect to the Galactic plane
changes progressively with Galactocentric distance, from mostly
perpendicular or having no preferred orientation in the inner
Galaxy to mostly parallel up to Rgal ≈ 15 kpc and beyond. The
radial dependence in the HI filament orientation strongly sug-
gests that SNe’s energy and moment input is responsible for
lifting the atomic gas in the inner Galaxy. Toward the outer
Galaxy, the horizontal HI filaments are most likely the result
of Galactic rotation and shear. Together these observations indi-
cate that the atomic gas in the Milky Way follows a similar
distribution as in nearby spiral galaxies, where holes potentially
produced by SNe-propelled winds are found toward the inner
portions, and arms and plumes dominate the outer ones.

The characterization of the HI structure in terms of filaments
highlights the features in midplane height and dispersion around
the midplane height that might be indicative of the local effects
perturbing the Galactic disk, such as variations in the potential
or the inflow of gas. We found that the scale height of the HI
filaments is lower than that traced by the bulk of the HI emission
by a factor of two. If the filaments are tracing cold gas clouds and

the portion of warm gas associated with them, our results imply
that the scale heights of the cold and warm gas are not close, as
previously inferred from HI absorption observations.

We estimated that the amount of HI in filamentary struc-
tures is roughly constant with Galactocentric radius up to
Rgal ≈ 15 kpc. This observation is potentially related to the mass
ratio between the cold and warm HI phases. However, conclu-
sively proving that hypothesis calls for further characterization
of the HI phases, for example, through Gaussian decomposition
and dedicated studies of the filament properties.

In this paper, we have presented a study of the character-
istics of the HI emission. We did so without assuming that
these characteristics define an idealized physical object in three-
dimensional space, such as a spiral arm or a thin strand of
gas. Through this generality, we identified a general anisotropy
related to a physical quantity: the Galactocentric radius. Some
of the emission features that we classified as filaments may
correspond to thread-like gas clouds, but that was not the start-
ing assumption of this study. Our conclusions were driven by a
dominant trend found through the data analysis rather than adapt-
ing the data to a preconceived notion about the gas structure.
Given the diversity of processes shaping the ISM, this data-
driven approach offers a promising path to study the cycles of
mass and energy that lead to the formation and destruction of
star-forming molecular clouds. Even if the observed lack of cor-
relation between star formation and neutral atomic hydrogen at
low surface densities has traditionally excluded the HI observa-
tions from the global study of star-formation rates in galaxies
(see, for example, Kennicutt 1989; Leroy et al. 2008; Schruba
et al. 2011), the HI still carries crucial information on the dynam-
ics that drive the diffuse gas into the condensations that become
new stars.
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Appendix A: The Hessian analysis method

A.1. Studying angle distributions using circular statistics

Throu ghou t this paper w e hav e characteriz ed the distribu tion of
orientations u sing circu lar statistics, the branch of statistics that
deals w ith observ ations that are directions (see, for ex ample,
Batschelet 1981; Mardia & Ju pp 2009). The probability distri-
bu tions against w hich w e are comparing the data are angles. The
most natu ral characteristic to describe the angle distribu tions is
the mean, w hich is defined as

〈θ〉 = arctan
( ∑
wi sin(2θi)∑
wi cos(2θi)

)
, (A.1)

w here the index i ru ns ov er the elements in a grou p of angle
observ ations and wi is the statistical w eight corresponding to
each of them.

The mean angle, 〈θ〉, is insu fficient to fu lly describe the
distribu tion of angles. For ex ample, the angle distribu tion is ill-
defined if the distribu tion is u niform or not u nimodal. To test
w hether the angle distribu tion is u niform and u nimodal one can
u se the Ray leigh statistic, w hich is defined as

Z =
[(∑

wi cos(2θi)
)2
+
(∑
wi sin(2θi)

)2]1/2
. (A.2)

This v alu e can be u nderstood as the net displacement of a ran-
dom w alk in the complex plane w ith step siz es wi. For a u niform
distribu tion of angles, Z ≈ 0.

In ou r application there is one direction that produ ces an
ex pected anisotropy in the filament orientation: the Galactic
plane. That is w hy w e u sed the projected Ray leigh statistic (V ,
Eq. 4) to test the orientation angle distribu tion against 0◦ and
90◦, or parallel and perpendicu lar to the Galactic plane, respec-
tiv ely . The observ ations also rev eal that these tw o orientations
are predominant in the HI filaments.

Figu re A.1 show s the resu lts of ou r filament orientation anal-
y sis in terms of 〈θ〉 and Z. It is ev ident that the majority of the
tiles hav e filamentary stru ctu res w ith mean orientations 〈θ〉 ≈ 0◦.
How ev er, this observ ation alone is not enou gh to conclu de the
significance of this trend. The v alu es of Z indicate that there is
a significant tendency for the angle distribu tions to be u nimodal.
The highest significance is fou nd in tw o bands located at the min-
imu m and max imu m vLSR tow ard the first tw o and the last tw o
Galactic qu adrants, respectiv ely . These bands correspond to the
high-V bands show n in Fig. 1.

A su mmary of the trends obtained u sing the circu lar statistic
is show n in Fig. A.2. We fou nd that the large majority of the tiles
w ith significantly u nimodal distribu tions, Z � 3, correspond to
large v alu es of |V |. This confirms that 0◦ and 90◦ correspond to
the most represented orientations in the HI filaments and ju stified
the u se of these tw o reference angles in the application of the
calcu lation of V .

A.2. Selection of parameters in the Hessian analysis method

In the main body of this paper w e hav e reported the resu lts of a
particu lar set of parameters in the Hessian analy sis and the stu dy
of the filament orientations. In this section w e present the param-
eter stu dy that led to that selection. In w hat follow s w e detail
the considerations related to the selection of the tile siz es, the
deriv ativ e kernel siz e employ ed for the calcu lation of the Hes-
sian matrix , and the thresholds in intensity and cu rv atu re u sed
to select the filamentary stru ctu res. We considered the v ariations
introdu ced by the changes in one of these parameters and leav ing
the other fix ed to the v alu es presented in Table. 2.

Fig. A.1: Same as Fig. 1, bu t for the filament orientation qu an-
tified by the mean orientation angle (〈θ〉, Eq. A.1, top) and the
Ray leigh statistic (Z, Eq. A.2, bottom).

A.2.1. Tile sizes

We selected the |b| ≤ 10◦ range for the analy sis aiming to resolv e
the w arp and the flaring of the Galactic disk. How ev er, w e ex am-
ined the dependence of the HI filament orientation trends on the
tile siz e. Figu re A.3 show s the V lv-diagrams corresponding the
squ are tiles centered on b= 0◦ and w ith side lengths of 3◦, 5◦,
and 20◦.

The 3◦ × 3◦ tiles cov er the range inclu ded in the interfer-
ometric Galactic plane su rv ey s THOR, |b|< 1.◦25, and SGPS,
|b|< 1.◦4. The corresponding V lv-diagram, show n in the top
panel of Fig. A.3, indicates that the high-V band reported in the
main body of the paper is not fou nd in that range tow ard the
first qu adrant. This is du e to the Galactic w arp, w hich reaches
midplane heights arou nd 3.0 kpc for Rgal � 15 kpc tow ard the first
qu adrant, as discu ssed in Sect. 5.2.

The 5◦ × 5◦ tiles cov er the range inclu ded in the 1′-resolu tion
interferometric Canadian Galactic Plane Su rv ey (CGPS Tay lor
et al. 2003). The corresponding V lv-diagram, show n in the mid-
dle panel of Fig. A.3, indicates that the high-V band in the first
qu adrant is present in this range, bu t its significance is rela-
tiv ely low . The high-V band tow ard the last tw o qu adrants is
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Fig. A.2: Tw o-dimensional histogram of the Ray leigh statis-
tic (Z) and projected Ray leigh statistic (V) calcu lated for the
filamentary stru ctu res in the HI4PI observ ations.

clearly distingu ishable in both the 3◦ × 3◦ and 5◦ × 5◦ tiles analy -
sis, becau se the Galactic w arp in that direction is low er. Finally ,
the bottom panel of Fig. A.3 show s the resu lts corresponding to
the 20◦ × 20◦ tiles.

The decrease in the tile siz e leads to a redu ction of the max i-
mu m V v alu es, as it is ev ident from the comparison of the panels
in Figu re A.3, w hich is the resu lt of the low er nu mber of pix els
or, equ iv alently , independent filament orientations. How ev er, the
positiv e V in radial v elocities corresponding to the ou ter galax y
and negativ e V tow ard the inner galax y , w hich are highlighted as
the main resu lts of this paper, are persistent for the considered
tile siz e selections. The selection of broader tiles w ashes aw ay
some of the az imu thal v ariations. Thu s, w e compromise betw een
b-cov erage and resolu tion in l by u sing rectangu lar tiles.

Figu re A.4 illu strates that the selection of squ are tiles
increases the significance in the signal produ ced by mostly v er-
tical stru ctu res. How ev er, this increase comes at the cost of
redu cing the nu mber of tiles in Galactic longitu de and signifi-
cantly increasing the signal coming from the local emission. All
things considered, w e chose rectangu lar tiles to highlight the sig-
nificance of the filamentary stru ctu re in the ou ter Galax y and
produ ce a more detailed face-on reconstru ction of the filament
orientation trends.

A.2.2. Tile aspect ratio

Squ are tiles are a natu ral selection to av oid any bias tow ard one
of the preferential orientations stu died in this analy sis, that is, 0◦
or 90◦, as discu ssed in Soler et al. (2020). Yet the u se of rectan-
gu lar tiles improv es the resolu tion in l and the stu dy of az imu thal
effects. The 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles selected for the analy -
sis in the main body of the paper resu lt from the compromise
betw een az imu thal resolu tion and the V significance . To reach
that selection, w e empirically stu died the effect of the tile aspect
ratio on the v alu es of V .

Figu re A.5 presents the resu lts obtained u sing
10◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 and 5◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles. We
fou nd that the main featu res in the V lv-diagram persist w ith the
change in the tile aspect ratio. The increase in the l resolu tion
resolv es the negativ e-V patches in the bottom panel of Fig. A.3
into regions su rrou nded by V = 0 ranges. The rectangu lar tiles
also constrain the l range to w hich the dominant featu res in the
map are assigned. For ex ample, the increase in the l resolu tion
resolv ed the separation betw een the high-V band in the second

qu adrant and the HVC complex located arou nd 155◦ < l< 190◦
and −340< vLSR <−135 km s−1.

We fou nd that for tiles w ith 3◦ cov erage in l, the v alu es of V
are redu ced below the lev el of significance in most of the l dia-
gram. This effect is particu larly acu te for the V < 0, w here the
narrow tiles redu ce the cov erage of close-to-v ertical stru ctu res
and introdu ce a bias for V > 0. The high V-bands, w hich are
mostly produ ced by a series of horiz ontal filaments distribu ted
ov er a relativ ely broad range in b, are less affected by the tile
aspect ratio.

Figu re A.6 illu strates the effect of a broader tile selection in
the trends reported in Fig. A.6. The 10◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles
maintain a high significance in the regions w here the filaments
are preferentially oriented perpendicu lar to the Galactic plane.
This tile aspect ratio emphasiz es the change in the orientation
of the filaments, from mostly perpendicu lar to mostly parallel to
the Galactic plane w ith increasing Galactocentric radiu s. How -
ev er, the 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles u sed to report the resu lts
in the mainbody of the paper increase the sampling in Galac-
tic longitu de, thu s produ cing a more robu st identification of the
increasing v alu es of V w ith Rgal.

A.2.3. Kernel sizes

We hav e chosen a 18′ FWHM deriv ativ e kernel to profit from
the angu lar resolu tions of the observ ations. The u se of larger
kernels implies necessarily a low ering of the significance of the
filament orientations, giv en the redu ction in the nu mber of inde-
pendent filament orientations. How ev er, w e tested the resu lts of
the analy sis of 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles u sing larger deriv ativ e
kernels.

Figu re A.7 show the V lv-diagrams obtained u sing deriv a-
tiv e kernels tw o and three times larger than the beam siz e, 32.′4
and 48.′6 FWHM, respectiv ely . Besides the ex pected redu ction
in the V v alu es, the larger deriv ativ e kernels displace the high-V
bands to larger radial v elocities. This is du e to the loss of signif-
icance produ ce by the redu ction in the nu mber of independent
filament orientation measu rements. Rather than produ cing more
horiz ontal stru ctu res, w hich w ou ld increase the v alu es of V , the
smoothing w ith a larger deriv ativ e kernel redu ces the preferential
orientation in the filamentary stru ctu res.

Figu re A.8 illu strates that the larger deriv ativ e kernels sy s-
tematically redu ce the v alu es of V independently of the kine-
matic distance corresponding to each tile. Rather than artificially
introdu cing high-V v alu es at closer distances, the smoothing
resu lts in a loss of the significance in the relativ e orientation
trends. This reinforces the argu ment that the high-V bands are
not a produ ct of the angu lar resolu tion of the HI4PI su rv ey ,
w hich w e prov ed u sing the 4′ resolu tion observ ations in GALFA-
HI. For the sake of simplicity , w e present only the resu lts
corresponding to the far distance, bu t the same is inferred for
the nearby solu tion to the near kinematic distance.

Figu re A.9 show s the ratio betw een the colu mn density in
filaments and in the bu lk of the HI emission (Nfil

H /NH) for the tw o
deriv ativ e kernels. We fou nd that the increase in the deriv ativ e
kernel siz e does not su bstantially change the fraction of colu mn
density in filaments or the Rgal abov e w hich w e fou nd a drop in
Nfil

H /NH. This resu lt su ggests that the drop in Nfil
H /NH is not an

effect introdu ced by the distance. If distance w as produ cing the
drop, w e w ou ld see a sy stematic shift in the Rgal v alu es w here
Nfil

H /NH starts to decrease. The presu med shift in Rgal shou ld be
low er for the larger deriv ativ e kernel bu t this is not w hat is fou nd
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in the data, where we found the drop at the same Rgal for the three
considered kernel sizes.

Since we fixed the I S/N threshold to test the effect of the
derivative kernel size, we also conclude that the drop in Nfil

H /NH
is not simply caused by a drop in the emission. The derivative
kernels effectively smooth the velocity channel maps, thus bring-
ing a larger portion of the emission above the I S/N threshold.
However, changing this smoothing by up to a factor of three
above the beam size does not substantially change the trends
in Nfil

H /NH. Therefore, we conclude that the drop in Nfil
H /NH is

related to a transition toward less-structured HI emission rather
than a change introduced by the decrease in HI emission with
increasing Rgal.

A.2.4. Intensity threshold

We empirically evaluated the effect of the intensity threshold in
the filament orientation analysis. Figure A.10 shows two exam-
ples of this selection above and below the threshold used for the
results presented in the main body of this paper. The results cor-
responding to the 3σI intensity threshold show a vertical stripe
around l≈ 140◦. These features are typical for low-intensity
thresholds and are produced by features in low-intensity velocity
channels. Most of these features disappear with a 5σI threshold,
as shown in the right-hand side panel of Fig. 1.

We do not find significant differences in the results produced
by a 9σI threshold. The increase in the I threshold tends to
eliminate low-intensity velocity channels at the extremes of the
velocity range rather than modifying the general trends in the
V lv diagram. This relatively low dependence on the intensity
threshold is partly due to the stringent criterion in curvature, λ−,
which is dominant in determining the structures selected for the
filament orientations analysis.

A.2.5. Curvature threshold

The lowest eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix, λ−, plays a cru-
cial role in the identification of the filamentary structure (see,
for example, Planck Collaboration Int. XXXII 2016; Schisano
et al. 2014). The filamentary structures correspond to the pixels
where λ+λ− < 0 and λ− < 0. In the observations, however, there
is a potential contribution of the noise to the curvature that we
account for by choosing a lower curvature λthres

− .
We present an example of the results obtained when using no

curvature threshold, just λ− < 0, in Fig. A.11. The example tile
shows a collection of low-I and relatively low curvature, λ− ≈ 0,
filamentary structures. These faint filaments objects appear sys-
tematically over the whole map and do not show an evident
preferred orientation.

The top panel of Fig. A.12 shows the net effect of the low-
curvature structures. Globally, the V lv-diagram presents the
same high-V bands and the low V regions reported in Fig. 1.
However, the |V | values are lower, which corresponds to a lower
significance in the filament orientation trends. We also found
a series of vertical stripes in the V lv-diagram which are par-
ticularly prominent in the region vLSR < 0 toward the first two
quadrants and vLSR > 0 toward the last two. These stripes are
mitigated by applying a curvature threshold.

The bottom panel of Fig. A.12 shows the results obtained by
using a curvature threshold based on the λ− values found in the
lowest intensity-S/N channels toward the position of each tile.
This selection increases the significance of the relative orienta-
tion trends, quantified by V , We selected the median of these

per-tile λ− threshold as the value used for the results reported in
the main body of this paper.

Appendix B: De-projection of the spectral
observations

B.1. Construction of the face-on view

We de-projected the results our analysis results in the l, b, and
vLSR grid into Galactocentric cylindrical coordinates Rgal, φ, and
z. We calculated a Galactocentric radius, Rgal for each tile’s
central position and radial velocity using the Kinematic Dis-
tance Utilities: KDUtils6 (Wenger et al. 2018). In practice, these
routines solve

Rgal = R0 sin(l)
V(Rgal)

vp + V0 sin(l)
, (B.1)

where R0 and V0 are the Galactocentric radius and tangent veloc-
ity of the solar orbit around the Galactic center, V(r) is the
rotation curve, and vp is the radial velocity, which at the cen-
ter of the tile is equal to vLSR. In this study we used the rotation
curve derived in Reid et al. (2019).

We also evaluated the Galactocentric azimuth angle

φ = arccos
(

R0 − d cos l
Rgal

)
, (B.2)

where d is the distance given by

d = R0 cos(l) ±
√

R2
gal − R2

0 sin2(l). (B.3)

In the inner Galaxy (Rgal <R0) this expression yields to two dis-
tances along the line of sight, the near and the far kinematic
distances, located on either side of the tangent point. Figure B.1
illustrates the near- and far-distances obtained for the positions
of the 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles in the lv-diagram.

The ambiguity introduced by the two solutions to Eq. B.3
makes the determination of kinematic distances very challeng-
ing in the inner Galaxy. Thus, we restricted the results of our
de-projection to the range Rgal > 10 kpc to avoid the artifacts pro-
duced by the motions around the solar orbit. We also exclude the
longitude ranges l< 15◦, l> 345◦, and 165◦ < l< 195◦, where the
radial velocities are not dominated by the circular motions and it
is difficult to establish reliable distances (Levine et al. 2006b).

To test the potential effect of distance in the filament ori-
entation trends, we presented the V distribution for the “far”
heliocentric kinematic distances, dfar in Fig. 4. For the sake
of completeness, we present the same diagram considering the
“near” heliocentric distances in Fig. B.2, which differ from dfar
only toward QI and QIV. We also present the unmasked face-on
reconstruction of HI filament orientations obtained by using the
far heliocentric distances in Fig. B.3.

B.2. Galactic warp and flaring

For each pixel in a tile, we calculate the height z with respect to
b = 0◦ by computing

z = d arctan(b). (B.4)

This approach assumes a single representative distance for each
tile, that is, it does not account for the variation between b = 0◦
and b =±10◦. The maximum differences in Rgal and d between

6 https://github.com/tvwenger/kd
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the tile top and center are around 0.074 kpc and 0.076 kpc,
respectively. These are found in tiles at large Rgal and d, where
the variations in the two quantities due to the tile height are negli-
gible compared to the uncertainties introduced by the resolution
in radial velocity.

Our de-projection approach is different from the PPV grid
interpolation and mapping into a fixed PPP grid followed in,
for example, Levine et al. (2006b), Kalberla & Dedes (2008),
and Koo et al. (2017). However, it does not yield significant
differences in the results obtained for the midplane displace-
ment (warp) and dispersion around the midplane (flaring), as
shown in Sect. 4.2, and it is computationally more efficient. Our
analysis does not require the continuous sampling of the PPP
grid necessary for the Fourier mode analysis in Levine et al.
(2006b) or the three-dimensional mass reconstruction presented
in (Nakanishi & Sofue 2016), but rather aims to illustrate the
variation in filament orientation with increasing Rgal. Given the
one-to-one mapping from vLSR into Rgal in the outer galaxy under
the assumption of circular motions, our approach is close to a
discrete sampling of the PPP space.

B.3. Warp and flaring

For each one of the tiles de-projected into the Galactocentric
cylindrical coordinates, we calculated the mid-plane displace-
ment with respect to the b =0◦ position, or warp, by calculating
the first-moment of the height z weight by the intensity,

〈z〉 =

∑
Ii jzi j∑
Ii j

, (B.5)

where the indices i and j run over the tile pixels.
We also calculated the dispersion around the mid-plane

height, or flaring, by computing the second-moment of the height
z weight by the intensity,

σz =

[∑
Ii j(zi j − 〈z〉)2∑

Ii j

]1/2

(B.6)

where 〈z〉 is calculated using Eq. B.5.

Appendix C: Comparison between HI4PI and
GALFA-HI

The only survey with enough coverage of the Galactic plane to
expand the results of the HI4PI analysis to higher resolutions is
GALFA-HI. With 4′ FWHM resolution, GALFA-HI provides a
factor of four improvement with respect to HI4PI in the ranges
36.◦5< l< 70.◦5 and 175.◦3< l< 209.◦4 We applied the Hessian
matrix analysis to the GALFA-HI data using the parameters pre-
sented in Table. 2. The analysis was applied to the data in its
native velocity resolution, 0.184 km s−1, and to the data smoothed
in the spectral axis to match the HI4PI velocity resolution. As
with the HI4PI data, the curvature threshold (λC

−) was estimated
empirically using noise-dominated velocity channels.

We present an example of the Hessian analysis applied to one
3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tile in the HI4PI and GALFA-HI observa-
tions in the top panels of Fig. C.1. This example tile illustrates
the connection in the emission structures traced by the two sur-
veys at different angular resolutions and projected into the same
radial velocity resolution.

We also present an example of the Hessian analysis applied
to the GALFA-HI observations in its native 0.184 km s−1 veloc-
ity resolution in the bottom panels of Fig. C.1. These tiles,

Table C.1: Hessian analysis parameters for the GALFA-HI data.

Parameter Value

Tile size 3◦ × 20◦ × 0.184 km s−1

3◦ × 20◦ × 1.290 km s−1

Kernel size 8′ FWHM
Intensity threshold 0.3 K
Curvature threshold (λC

−) −20.0 K deg−2

which correspond to the same line of sight of those in the top
panels, illustrate the similarity of the intensity structures in con-
tiguous narrow velocity channels. This similarity, caused by the
linewidth of the HI emission, is evident for the whole velocity
range in Fig. 15.

We also tested the results of a larger derivative kernel and a
corresponding λC

− , as detailed in Table C.1. We present the equiv-
alent of Fig. 13 for the 8′ FWHM kernel in Fig. C.2. As expected
from the lower number of gradients derived with a large ker-
nel, the values of V are reduced. The equivalent of Fig. 15 for
the 8′ FWHM kernel, shown in Fig. C.3, indicates a significant
increase in the values of V with respect to those obtain for the
HI4PI data.

Appendix D: Filamentary structures in high
velocity clouds

We present the result of the Hessian matrix analysis toward two
high velocity cloud (HVC) complexes in Fig. D.1 and Fig. D.2.
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Fig. A.3: Longitu de-v elocity (lv) diagrams of the HI filament ori-
entation qu antified by the projected Ray leigh statistic (V , right).
Each of the pix el elements in the diagrams corresponds to a
3◦ × 3◦ × 1.29 km s−1 (top), 5◦ × 5◦ × 1.29 km s−1 (middle), and
20◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 (bottom). These resu lts correspond to the
Hessian analy sis performed u sing a 18′ FHWM deriv ativ e ker-
nel. The ov erlaid cu rv es correspond to the spiral arm featu res
discu ssed in the main body of the paper.

Fig. A.4: Same as Fig. 7, bu t for tile siz es
20◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1.

Fig. A.5: Same as Fig. A.3, bu t for tile siz es
10◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 and 5◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1, show n
in the top and bottom panels, respectiv ely .
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Fig. A.6: Same as Fig. 7, bu t for tile siz es 10◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1.

Fig. A.7: Same as Fig. A.3, bu t for 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles
analy z ed u sing 32.′4 and 48.′6 FWHM deriv ativ e kernels, show n
in the top and the bottom panels, respectiv ely .

Fig. A.8: Same as Fig. 4, bu t for 32.′4 and 48.′6 FWHM deriv ativ e
kernels, show n in the top and the bottom panels, respectiv ely .

Fig. A.9: Same as Fig. 12, bu t for 32.′4 and 48.′6 FWHM
deriv ativ e kernels, show n in the top and the bottom panels,
respectiv ely .
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Fig. A.10: Same as Fig. A.7, bu t for 3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles
and intensity thresholds of 3σ (top), 5σ (middle), and 9σ
(bottom).

Fig. A.11: Ex ample of the filamentary stru ctu res identified u sing
the Hessian method w ith cu rv atu re thresholds λ− < 0 (top) and
λ− <−1.8 K deg−2 (bottom). The three maps represent: Left. HI
intensity after the smoothing by a Gau ssian kernel w ith the
siz e of the deriv ativ e kernel. Center. Second eigenv alu e of the
Hessian matrix , λ−, calcu lated u sing Eq. 2. Left. Filament orien-
tations, θ, calcu lated u sing Eq. 3. The radial v elocity corresponds
to a kinematic distance d = 12.7 kpc and Galactocentric radiu s
Rgal = 16.1 kpc, as deriv ed u sing the assu mptions in App. B
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Fig. A.12: Same as Fig. A.10, bu t for λ− < 0 (top) and a tile-
dependent λ−-threshold (bottom).

Fig. B.1: Near and far kinematic distances assigned to the
3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tiles u sed to constru ct the lv-diagrams in
Fig. 1. These resu lts correspond to the solu tions of Eq. B.3 u sing
the rotation cu rv e presented in Reid et al. (2019).

Fig. B.2: Same as Fig. 4, bu t for the near heliocentric kinematic
distances.
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Fig. B.3: Same as Fig. 8, bu t w ithou t masking Rgal < 10 kpc
and assigning all kinematic heliocentric distances to the largest
solu tion to Eq. B.3 .
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Fig. C.1: Hessian matrix analy sis applied to the HI4PI and the GALFA-HI observ ations. Top. Resu lts obtained on a
3◦ × 20◦ × 1.29 km s−1 tile in the HI4PI and the GALFA-HI observ ations, show n in the left and right panels, respectiv ely . Bottom.
Resu lts obtained on tw o 3◦ × 20◦ × 0.184 km s−1 tiles in the GALFA-HI observ ations. In each of the panels, the left-hand side map
show s the HI emission conv olv ed w ith a 2D Gau ssian w ith the same diameter of the deriv ativ e kernel. The map in the center show s
the second eigenv alu es of the Hessian matrix , λ−, w hich highlights the filamentary stru ctu re. The right-hand side map show s the
orientation angle of the filamentary stru ctu re.
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Fig. C.2: Same as Fig. 13, bu t for an 8′ FWHM kernel.
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Fig. C.3: Same as Fig. 15, bu t for an 8′ FWHM kernel.

Fig. D.1: Atomic hy drogen (HI) emission (top) and filamentary
stru ctu res identified u sing the Hessian matrix method (bottom)
tow ard the HVC complex H.

Fig. D.2: Same as Fig. D.1, bu t for the anticenter HVC complex .
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